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FOREWORD 

This book captioned 'Washington to New York' written 

by the Most Rev. Dr. Aprem of the Chaldean Syrian 

Church is a travelogue of his visit to the U. S.A. in 1992 

particularly to California, Chicago, Washington D. C. 

and New York. It is a narrative of facts which attracted 

his attention while travelling in the above mentioned 

countries. 

Dr. Mar Aprem has served his Church in India with a 

great zeal and devotion and has distinguished himself in 

many other religious and social organisations both in and 

outside India. Educated in India, England and America 

he has been for long acclaimed as one of the accredited 

Christian leaders in this part of India—He is a scholarly 

writer and is the author of many books which are popular 

and well-read. His biography finds its place in the Inter- 

National Directory of distinguished intellectuals - It is a 
dramatic narrative of a devoted apostle who with 
great zeal and enthusiasm, has worked for the glory of 
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his kingdom. He was given "Men of Achievement' award 

of the International Biographical Centre, Cambridge, 

England in 1984. Dr. Mar Aprem is also a specialised 

and studied scholar in Church History. He is the author 

of over 38 books which can be classified in different 

categories such as Biographies, Church History, Humour 

and travelogues. 

The author has travelled extensively on study tours 

to England end America, Canada, Europe, Iraq, Australia 

and Singapore. His physical ailments never stood in the 

way of his wide travelling and writing and the constructive 

power with which he set himself to creative work like this. 

This book gives a vivid picture in retrospect of the 

life and style of the people he met — The narrative in all 

its simplicity is allowed to make its own impact on the 

reader without creating any sensationalism. He observed 

every aspect of human life that he saw, their life, motives 

and moral ethics. Special mention need be made of the 

proper emphasis given by the author for the recognition 

and visibility that is due to women in this age—Due 

emphasis is also given in his description of the views and 

out-look of the growing generation. 

The author has made a keen study of the socio¬ 

economic problems of the countries he visited and their 

impact on the various Churches there. Bishop Mar Aprem 

in his itinerary finds time to meet friends and stay with 

amalies both rich and poor—Apersual of tho book wo uld 
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give a glimpse of the cross-section of the life, culture and 

standard of the different kinds of people whatever the 

country or nationality to which they belong. 

Many personalities and individuals figure in these 

memoirs—Several examples of confrontations, exhorta¬ 

tion and apt-quotations are strewn about in every chapter. 

His style simple, his narrative clear and lucid, the author 

keeps a high moral standard all through the book—l 

commend this book of Dr. Mar Aprem as a valuable 

record of interesting study. 

Trichur 

9-11-1992 Professor Saramma Thomas 



Introduction 

WASHINGTON TO NEW YORK is a travelogue of the 
author's visit to the USA from May 14 to June 3, 1992. 
Itinerary included California, Chicago, Washington D. C., 

and New York. I have tried to observe things that cam© 

my way and to mention what attracted my attention while 
with Indians and Americans, 

I did not meet either President Bush or any VIP, 
sacred or secular. The time at my disposal did not permit 

me to do any research in the Library of Congress or 
Smithsonian or Harvard University. Nor was I engaged 

in any serious intellectual or deep spiritual discussions 
with the intelligentsia. I was neither on radio nor on 
television. 

I had taken with me my PRESS Accreditation Card 
of SAR (South Asia Religious News.) Although I showed 
it at the US House of Congress in Washington, that did 
not help me to find a place in the Press gallery along with 

the sleuths of the Fourth Estate. Nevertheless I was 
satisfied to be in the visitors' gallery looking at the vacant 

seats in the Press gallery while the gentlemen and 
gentlewomen of the House of Congress went on with 
their spirited arguments. 

The contents of this sketchy travelogue is not of the 
VIP stuff. Yet I hope, it contains interesting and infor- 
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mative reading not only to the ' inner circle of m/fiierids 

scattered all over the globe but also to new readers. 

The style of my language in this book is simple as 

usual. Some of my readers in India and outside are 
those whose mother tongue is German, Arabic, Syriac, 
Malayalam etc. I write in English not that it is my 
mother tongue but because all the hosts in this trip do 
not understand my mother tongue Malayalam. On the 
other hand there is the disadvantage that my mother does 
not understand the contents of this book, i he only 

language she can handle is Malayalam. 

A visit to the USA is not a new experience to me. I 
was a student for S. T. M. degree in the Union Theological 
Seminary in New York city during the academic year 
1966-67. The following year I was a candidate for 
Th. D. (Doctor of Theology) programme at the Princeton 
Theological Seminary, in New Jersey. 

I hasten to add that the S. T. M. degree, which l 
earned at the Union, stands for Master of Sacred 

Theology. One of my deacons recently asked me why 
I studied for ''Master of Secret Theology” degree. 
Sometime ago i myself had a doubt whether S. T. M. 
stood for Master of Sacred Theology or Master of 
Systematic Theology. As a matter of fact Systematic 
Theology is one of the courses for those who study 
theology. My field of specialisation is not Theology, 
but Church History. 

S. T. M. is not offered by many Seminaries. Places 
like Princeton offer Th. M. (Master of Theology). In 
India we say M. Th. instead of Th. M. I was surprised to 
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hear about A. B. degree, instead of B. A. which we offer 
in India. I sometimes wish that academic degrees had 

the same standard as well as similar nomenclature all 

over the world. Students are sometimes handicapped by 

the difference in style and standards of the academic 
degrees they have acquired before they embark on their 

plans to obtain foreign degrees. 

After my studies in the USA during 1966-68, I have 
made four visits to that country in 1977, 84, 88 & 91, 

The present one in May-June *92 is the fifth. The first 

was the longest—45 days for both USA and Canada in 
April and May 1977. Following that visit I wrote the 
travelogue America Revisited. Buying a pass in Amtrack 

train, valid for 21 days, costing about $220 I had covered 

the distance across the USA. I visited San Diego, Disney 

Land, Hollywood, San Francisco, Jefferson City 
(Missouri), Chicago, Bowling Green (Ohio), Minneapolis, 
New York, Boston, Princeton, Toronto, Niagra Falls etc. 
I had time for sight seeing, staying with my brothers and 

sister. I had opportunities to be on radio in San 
Francisco, and Boston. I preached in some churches 
too in addition to conducting a service in the Syriac 

language in Chicago. 

The 1984 visit to Chicago and California was covered 

in my book. From Bagdad to Chicago. It was a short 

visit of 10 days. The US government refused to grant me 
visa when I applied for it at the American Embassy in 
Amsterdam. They suspected that I was going to find 
employment in the USA. I told the man in Amsterdam 

that if even he lured me to work in America for much 
money, I will not give up my life of sacrifice in Indie. 
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The woman in the American Embassy in London too was 
suspicious of my intention. When she was about to send 
me away, a telephone call from the Chicago office of the 
Campaign for President Reagen s re-election as the 

President came right in time. 

What was the cause for this unusual call? I did ment¬ 

ion the answer in my travelogue of 1984, as I felt, and 

rightly so, that injustice was done to me. Now I refrain 
from repeating it, because in 1991, the US Consulate in 
Madras issued me a five-year-visa for multiple entry when 

I asked for permission for one visit. Thus unknowingly 
they set right a wrong done to me. I still want to 
announce at the top of my voice that I never once over¬ 

stayed my visa in the USA and I have no intention of 
doing so. think some Americans are amenable to reason 

sometimes. 

The 1988 visit was a part of a longer trip and there¬ 
fore the book I wrote was captioned "To Belgium & 
Holland via U. K, & U. S. A.'" In that book I focussed 
more attention on Belgium and Holland, because it was 
the first travelogue ! wrote on those small European 
countries. Holland I had been to in 1983, but I did not 
write any travelogue that year. Although I had my second 
visit to Holland in 1984, I did not cover much of it in 
my travelogue "From Bagdad to Chicago." 

After my visit to California, Chicago and Canada in 
1991, I wrote a chapter "California to Canada" in the 
second part of my autobiography entitled Not So Strange. 
Instead of writing a full-length travelogue, I was satisfied 
with a chapter. Writing a full-length-book is not easy, as 
I will learn once more before completing this book. 
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As anticipated I could not complete writing 

ihis book before I went to England and Russia on August 

27, 1992. After my return to India in September, I kept 

nyself busy with the writing of another travelogue entitled 
London to Moscow. That book will be completed by the 

end of December this year. 

I did not plan any trip abroad in 1992. Nevertheless, 
I do hope that I will respond positively to the invitation 
of my Church to visit New Zealand, the new Assyrian 
settlers from Iraq in Wellington. Since it will be my first 

Ash to New Zealand it will justify my time and energy 
spent on writing another travelogue. My travelogues, 

as my readers have realised already, are not just jottings 
from a tourist's diary, they are meant to be a history of or 
a latest report on the affairs of the Church in our 

generation. 

I am grateful to Prof. Saramma Thomas, former 
Principal of the Chaldean Syrian College who wrote a 

fitting foreword to this travelogue. 

Trichur-1 

10 November 1992 Mar Aprem 
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CHAPTER 1 

California 

My destination was Modesto. I did not know that 
there was an airport in Modesto. Had I known it earlier 
I would have tried to fly from New York to Modesto. The 
travel agents in India know about Los Angeles, and San 

Francisco but not Modesto. Last year I flew to Los 
Angeles in the international flight. This year I flew to 
New York by Swiss Air and I took an American Airlines 

flight from New York to San Francisco. 

By the time I reached New York on 14th May 1992 
I was already tired, flying from Cochin to Bombay, 

Bombay to Zurich and then taking another flight to New 
York. When I reached New York, exhausted, I got into 

the courtesy bus to a different terminal and tried to Check¬ 

in. They said that because of extra passengers the 

American Airlines was changing their aircraft to a larger 

one for the flight scheduled to San Francisco. And 
therefore there would be delay in assigning seat numbers 

to the passengers. 

I waited and waited. I was tired and perhaps my 

blood sugar level had gone considerably higher. Before 

I left India it had shot up to 385. I wanted to sit 
somewhere. There were no seats or benches near the 

check-in hall. Had I received the Boarding Pass I could 
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have gone to the boarding area. There were plenty of 
chairs there. But without the Boarding Pass how could 
I enter there? I asked a staff member of the American 
Airlines why they couldn't put some chairs in that area 
for the old and the sick. She said that I could sit in the 
Bar found on either side. Having preached against the 

evils of drinking alcoholic beverages, I did not feel 
oomfortable to go near a Bar, not to think of sitting there. 

I went to the side of the bar where coffee was available. 

I was not sure whether my blood sugar level was 
steady or not. Any how I took a cup of coffee without 
sugar. It cost $1.50, I think. Since I did not have 

change, the young lady at the counter gave my money 
back. I told her she could keep my money and give the 
balance later when she gets enough change in her cash 
box. She did not care to listen to me. She handed my 
money back to me. I did not know what to do. Could 
! return the cup of coffee which I had already sipped 

while standing in the queue at the cash box? Realising 
my predicament, an Indian standing behind me told the 
young lady, "Put it on my bill." Thus I had the coffee 
at the courtesy of my Indian friend, whose name I was 
not in a mood to ask, as I was too tired. 

After some time, I tried again to get my Boardinc 
Card. The seat number was not ready yet. I decided tc 
go and sit on a chair in front of the Bar, no matter people 

erS,0°d mel°r not’ Actual|y the Bar was not oper 

came ndeSLfteHhK T- A,ter a ,ew ^utes a maf came and started his business. I set there placing nc 
order for drrnks. He did not like my attitude He 

DidT. ,h \ UP' V0U afe blockin9 my business. 
id he think that my sitting there would discourage his 
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customers? I should have thought that my sitting there, 

attired in bishop's uniform, would attract more business. 

As I did not dare to argue with him I moved from the 

chair in the Bar. 

When 1 found out that my Boarding Pass would be 
delayed further, I went and sat on the floor. A policeman 

looked at me, but did not bother to question my action. 

If he did, I would have told him that I felt very tired 

because of my diabetes and he had better bring a wheel 

chair and not a regular chair. He would have replied, 
"you should have ordered a wheel chair when you had 
purchased your ticket. Since there is no special request 

written on your ticket we cannot comply with your 

request." Would he know, or condescend to comprehend 
that my blood sugar goes up without proper indication 

or advance warning even to me? Had I known it in India 

in advance, I would have tried to prevent it rather than 

make a special request for a wheel chair. 

Flight from New York to San Francisco was comfortable 
although delayed. Metropolitan Mar Narsai of Kirkuk, 

Iraq, Deacon Odisho and Mr. Behram-Behrami were atthe 

airport. We had about three hours drive for Modesto. 

I was exhausted and wanted to sleep. But my hosts took 
me to a restaurant. I was thirsty and kept drinking cold 

water. I would not drink fridge water in India, as water 

too cold could inflame my tonsilitis. But here in this 
restaurant I gulped down a lot of ice water and had hot 

coffee in between. I will not repeat such a feat. It will 
do positive harm to my throat. 

The next night when I was invited to go to dine out 

I accepted reluctantly. But the third night my response 
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was a definite, "No''. Then my hosts said they would 
bring me dinner, as they were going to eat out any how. 
I said what I needed was not food, but sleep. Sometimes 
especially in travel, sleep is more dear to me than any 

tasty dish. Another evening my hosts took me to a 
special restaurant where the customers could point out 

the fish we wanted them to catch, fry and serve, while 
waited. We went in and ate not too much. As we 
returned, I went near the fish pond and said to my hosts, 

"Look, they are happy that we did not eat them." 

On Sunday the 17th May I conducted Qurbana at 
St. Mary's Church, Hughson, near Modesto and Turlock 
I had conducted service in that Church in 1988 as well as 
in 1991. I was tired this time because of blood sugar. 
I did not know whether it was high or low. As I could 
not take any food or medicine before the service I had 
carried the Euglucon tablets in my pocket and after I 
completed the service at about 12.45 p. m. I took these 
tablets and some food. I was made to sit at the head 
table for breakfast where I could greet the Church 
members. 

I was not in a mood to sit there for long. I wanted 
to rest an hour before going to speak in the Seminar at 
3 p. m. I told my hosts to take me home. Nobody paid 
much attention. Deacon Odisho had taken Mar Narsai 
Metropolitan home as he wanted to wash off the coffee 
dropped on his cassock. After waiting for some time I 
toJd some people there, "If you take me now, you can 
take me home, if delayed, you would have to take me to 

hnmo °S n 8 * Soo,n a car was arranged and I went 
home. On my way I saw Deacon Odisho coming to pick 
me up. It was good to be with the people, especially 
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hen that was the only chance I had to greet the people, 
i that area. But health cannot be completely ignored. 

1 my case, I confess that I have not yet learned this 

isson properly. 

Our Church, known as the ancient Church of the 
ast, has purchased about 7 acres of land on the border 

f Modesto city and at the boundary of a city called 
mpire. It is on the high way. There are two old 

uildings now. I stayed in the one next to the swimming 

aol. It was of no use for me, because I do not know 
vimming. Mar Narsai Metropolitan was staying in the 

jxt building. He could swim. But the water i n the 

)ol was not clean. Priest Edward wanted to clean it, 

jt he had to prepare his lessons. He was going to the 
an Francisco University. He hopes to study in the 
:. Patrick Seminary, but he cannot pass the entrance 
camination all too soon. He has to improve his English 

id other subjects. 

He is going ahead with his English lessons with the 

alp of a dictionary that speaks. It is a computer costing 
aout 200 dollars. You press the buttons for an English 
ord, it speaks. You can hear the proper pronunciation 

; well as see the correct spelling. It was an audio-visual 

ctionary, 

Rev. Edward Bachus, aged 27, was ordained a full 

jest in Hughson on 8 March 1992 by Mar Narsai 

letropolitan. He was earlier ordained a deacon in 
hicago by His Holiness Mar Adhai II in October 1984, 

ong with Deacon Odisho Zada and two other deacons 

amed Yohannan Mathai and Daniel Yonan. It will be 

igratitude ©n my part if I do not express my gratitude to 
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Priest Edward and Deacon Odisho for their help in takir 

care of me and driving me around. 

Deacon Odisho took us to his parents who live i 
Modesto and cooked a good Assyrian Dholma meal. Thi 
evening we visited the house of his sister, married t 
Mr. Ghazzi from Lebanon, He is an artist who make 
pictures on copper. The last supper on copper is ver 
beautifully clone. When he finds a nice picture, he draw 
it on paper and makes a model and a mould- His expe 
hands make these icons alive. He has been working i 
Chicago, but has recently moved to Modesto, hoping the 
the people in California would pay more for his handi 
crafts. In Chicago he was on TV. His special car was 
shown on TV How beautifully he had carved the wooder 
body of his car ! It was good to visit the studio of such 
a talented artist. His daughter sings in our Church choir 

Visit to the niece of late Mar Thoma Dharmo rr 

predecessor, was a pleasant experience. I had met h< 
and her husband Isaac Isho during my visit to Yaco 
Yacob in 1988. Yacob's wife Najiba is the sister of Isaa 
Isho s wife. Isaac Isho gave me a donation for the Ma 
Beesho Church near Trichur, because the Church in thei 
homeland was called Mar Beesho. Actually the lat 
Mar Timotheus Metropolitan came from Mar Beeshi 
village and the late Mar Thoma Dharmo hailed from 
village called Eiyyal close to Mar Beesho- Mar Thom 
i frrr,(\)/i Mar Beesho Church in India in honour o 
iQ?nMar LI,m°theus who had ordained him deacon i 
Bagdad1 ^ AsSynan refu9ee camp in Baquba, nea 

v^Vw0n uS 1 reached Modesto I enquired abc 
Yacob b. Yacob and his mother's elder sister Shirin Kal 
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ie was 119 years old, born in Jelu and migrated to 
Tierica only after she had completed 100 years of age, 
she had nobody in Iraq to take care of her- I stayed 
that home in 1988 and during my visit to Modesto 

ea in 1991 I went to visit Yacob and his aunt Shirin. 
Jt alas it was our last meeting. Both Yacob and Shirin 
issed away after I had visited them in 1991. To Yacob 
was an end of a life of pain, as he had his legs 

nputated some years ago as a result of diabetes. 

Yuav Jacob is another old friend I had planned to 
sit. I could only talk to him on the phone, as the Daiy 
ty where he lived was far from where I stayed. I 
member with gratitude the warm hospitality of his home 

1967 while I was only a priest and a student in New 
Drk. I feel sorry that I could not get a chance to meet 
m after I became a bishop, although I went to California 
1984, 88, 91 and 92. 

Rabbi Yuav's father Rabbi Yacob was a cousin of the 
te Mar Timotheus Metropolitan (1878-1945) who had 
ed in India after a dedicated service of 37 long years, 
still remember vividly how delighted and proud Mr. Yuav 
icob’s daughter was to visit the tomb of Mar Timotheus 
etropolitan in Trichur when she came with her husband 
anald G. Heinrich who was an engineer in Saudi Arabia, 
ong with her son Sargon who was studying in the high 
hool. I must admit that I do not recall which year it 
as. When I enquired about Sargon, his grand father 
id that he had completed his education and was 
nployed in Saudi Arabia. How fast time flies ! 

My interest in sight-seeing has diminished, but not 
i vanished. During the 1984 and 1991 visits, I did not 
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do any sightseeing. During the 1988 visit, however, ther 
was an extra day. Mr. Behrami took me to Yosemite Pari 
I have published an extensive report with photos in m 
book To Belgium & Holland, via U. K. & U. S. A 

This time we had a free day on Tuesday May 1911- 
Rev. Eshai Joseph, Rev. Edward, Deacon Odisho an 
Mar Narsai Metropolitan took me for a drive. All my foi 
companions are expert drivers. I am the only one wh 
never knew how to drive a car. Our little outing had n 
real destination either discussed or decided on. Fror 
Modesto we drove near Oakdale where Rev. Eshai Josep 
has ranch and headed for SONORA. On the way I coul 
recognize the beautiful countryside of California whic 
I had passed through in 1988 when Mr. Behrami took m 
to Yesomite. 

Since i had been there once I was not eager to g< 
there again. Moreover, we wanted a closer place fo 

this brief outing. When we reached Sonora, it was * 
quiet place. No rush of tourists which I had seen ii 
Yosemite. 

As it was noon we all were hungry. We went insid< 
the STAGECOACH INN. i he board ' Open for Lunch' 
was hanging outside. We went in. There was ar 

antique shop with articles used by the native Indians 
We browsed through the area, but did not buy anything 
The lady at the counter kept herself busy reading a book 
as she did not have many customers to deal with We toe 
were not her customers, we were just visitors to the 
shop—a pre-lunch apetizer. 

The ,unch was not very expensive considering th 
American standards. Food was tasty. We took photo 
outside the Stage Coach Inn and on our return home 
These are re-produced at the end of this book. 
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3ligious History 

A background history of the places I visit facinates me. 
sv. Eshai Joseph presented me with a copy of a colourful 

»ok called The California Missions. It is "A complete 

ctorsal history and visitors' guide." The cost of book, 
4.95, is not at all high considering the quality of the 

iper and the lavish illustrations. 

Flipping through the pages of this well researched 
)ok I was profited immensely as I could get information 

therto unknown to me about the early centuries of the 
ties in California. The names of the cities are based 
1 the names of the Saints. San stands for Saint. Thus 
e have San Diego, San Carlos Borromeo, San Antonio 
} Padua, San Gabriel Arcangel, San Luis Obispe de- 

)losa, San Francisco, San Juan, Santa Clara, Santa 
arbara, Santa Cruz and San Jose. 

These missions were of the Catholic Church. The 
st one was San Diego de Alcala in A. D. 1769. This 
)ok tells the history of the aboriginal Indians who were 
mverted to Christianity as these missions progressed, 
le picture on p.59 shows how the Indians who became 
hristians continued in their old practice of gambling- 
ieir favourite gambling game was "to toss handfuls of 

icks into the air and bet on whether the number to fall 
ould be odd or even." 

The early missionaries had hard times in disciplining 
e early converts. In the chapter captioned "The 
leaning of the Missions" in the above mentioned book 

e read; p.58. 
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Some of the older men chafed under the restrictions 

of the daily mission grind, and they resisted il 
openly or covertly. The histories of the individual 
missions are peppered with instances of runaways 

being hunted down and returned to the compound 

for discipline, usually a day or two in the stocks, 

and with cases of large-scale revolts that resulted 

in setting fire to the buildings, destroying crops, 

or scattering herds. On the outskirts of nearly 

every mission domain there lived unconverted 

Indians who liked to harass the mission Indians and 

to encourage the rebellious among them to escape. 

There were often conflicts between the Spanish 
soldiers and local Indians. The arrows and spears of the 
Indians could not stop the Spanish firearms. 

About the military strategy of the Spanish soldiers 
we read, (p. 60) 

The soldiers carried shields of tough bull hide to 

deflect arrows and spears, and they wore leather 

jackets made of seven plies of deerskin that could 

stop an arrow'. Further-more, some of the soldiers 

rode horses, an animal that had never been seen in 

California before the arrival of the Spanish, and 

this gave them a psychological as well as tactical 

advantage over the unmounted Indians. The indi¬ 

vidualistic Indians had no experience in disciplined 

battik, indeed the various tribes were unaccustomed 

to cooperate in any venture, and they were easily 
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subdued by the trained guard whose tactics 

embodied Spain's experience in centuries of 

conflict with native populations. 

The success of this mission was not only by the 
lighty strength of the Spanish soldiers, but by the skill 
nd dedication of the padres. At the close of the mission 

eriod there were 31,000 Indians who had become 

hristians living in peace under the control of 60 padres 

nd 300 soldiers. 

This book gives a lot of information about the origin 

f the cities in California. For example, I have been 
earing about a city near Los Angeles called Ventura. 

5ut I never ventured to search the roots of Ventura. This 
>ook taught me that this was the mission station named 
>an Buonaventura. Ventura is the corruption of the 

;aint's name. 

Although the Spanish navigaters had discovered 
California and mapped its two principal ports San Diego 
md Monterey by the 16th century, the Viceroy was not 

teen on starting missions there. But Czarist Russia 

decided the destiny of this area. On p. 39 of the book 

already cited we read. 

"Russian fur traders and explorers had poked in and 

out of the inlets along the Alaskan coast between 

1740 and 1765, and the Czarina had ordered the 

establishment of colonies on the eastern shores of 

the Bering Sea, In quest of seals, the Russian fur 
trappers worked their way down the coast and set 

up temporary outposts as far south as the Farallon 

Islands off San Francisco. Word of the Russian 
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actions and intentions filtered to Madrid, am 
countermeasures were ordered "to guard th< 
dominions from all invasion and insult/' 

It was not at all an easy task to establish mission* 
in these areas. In June 1769, a little friar named Fathe 
Junipero Serra, aged 56, moved to San Diego on the 
back of a mule. In spite of the protest of his superiors 
the little friar set out on this adventurous endeavour tc 
found missions among the heathens. 

When he reached San Diego, he wrote to his close 
friend Fr. Palou: 

"Thanks be to God. I arrived here at the Port of 
San Diego. It is beautiful to behold, and does not 
belie its reputation. Here I met all who had set 
out before me whether by sea or by land—but not 
the dead/' 

Many who had sailed earlier had died. The history 
says, p. 38: 

The sailors dread disease was endangering the 
whole project. This little-understood affliction 
that rotted the gums and affected joints and 

muscles had a high mortality rate. A scourge of 
the seaways for centuries, it was accepted as a 
grim unavoidable hazard of the sailors' life, and its 

simple prevention and cure by adding fresh fruit 
and vegetables to the diet was not widely known 
at the time of the founding of San Diego. Besides, 
there were no fruits or vegetables in San Diego/' 
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San Francisco mission was founded by Fr. Francisco 
Palou in 1776 named after St. Francis of Assisi. Father 
Serra and Inspector-General Galvez were planning places 

for the missions in California area. In the first three 
missions they could not include one to honour the founder 
of the Franciscan order to which Father Serra belonged. 

Inspector-General Galvez told Fr. Serra thatIf St. Francis 
desires a mission, let him show us his harbor and he 
shall have one." 

San Fancisco Bay was known to exist, named after 
St. Francis by a Spanish explorer, in 1597. Actually 16 

/ears prior to it. Sir Francis Drake had careened his ship 

there and had given it another name. Now that small 
harbor north of St. Francisco is known as Drake's Bay. 

After proper explorations the Viceroy ordered two 

mission settlements to be established in San Francisco. 
Recognizing the strategic importance of the vast Bay it 
was decided to have a colony of married families. 
Lt. Col. Juan Bautista de Anza was entrusted with the task 
of establishing this ready-made settlement. About his 

daring act. The California Missions informs us as follows: 
pp. 140, 141 

"In one of the incredible feats of Western history, 
Anza led the party of 240 settlers and 1,000 head 

of cattle across the desert, over the mountains, and 

up the valleys of California with the loss of only one 
person, a mother who died in childbirth. Anza 

arrived at Monterey with 244 individuals, several 
children having been born en route, and a substa¬ 

ntial portion of the livestock intact. Taking a 

smaller party with him, he continued to $an 
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Francisco where he selected a site for the presidio 
and one for the mission. For the latter, he chose 
a spot on the bank of a rivulet which he named 

Arroyo de Los Dolores because it was the feast 
day of Our Lady of Sorrows. The name Dolores 
soon became attached to the nearby lake and 

eventually to the mission itself." 

Los Angeles riot 

By the time I reached California on 14th May 1992 
the major ire of the Los Angeles riots had subsided. The 
beating of Rodney King on March 3, 1992 by four white 
policemen and their acquital by an all-white jury on 
April 29 resulted in the most violent racial riot in the US 
in this century. 58 lives were lost. 2300 persons were 
wounded. Over a billion dollars worth property was 
destroyed. The tourists who could have come to Los 
Angeles stayed away for many more days. Special police 
were still in Los Angeles when I was in Modesto area. 

I had booked to fly from Los Angeles airport to 
Chicago on 21 May. But I changed by reservation from 
Los Angeles to San Jose which was only less than 2 hours 
distance from Modesto where I was staying. On TV I 
saw how police was clearing the debris after these mad 
riots which marked an explosion against the police 
brutality. Darryl F. Gates, the police chief, known for 
his tough attitude and rough methods, refused to resign. 

Indian Express on May 26, 1992 published an article 
against police brutality. In his well written article 
entitled Los Angeles explosion Some lessons for Indian 

police, Ved Marwah wrote about the police in the U. S.: 
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"To Understand what made the police officers so 
angry, inhuman and brutal, it is necessary to look 
at the functioning of the police, and the pressures 
under which they function. Violent crime has 

been on the increase in Los Angeles and this is an 

important issue in local politics. The police at 

the functional level have been under pressure from 
senior officers, their political masters and the 
media to curb the rising trend. The police, with 

limited resources and in an increasingly dangerous 
environment, have responded by policing in patrol 

cars, thus losing intimate contact with the people, 
and by dealing with the criminals with strong-arm 

methods " 

About Indian police Ved Marwah correctly criticizes : 
''The police, like their counter part in the US, have 
been responding by taking recourse to extra-legal 

methods and in some cases with brutal vindictiveness- 
They have been working in a far more dangerous environ¬ 

ment than in the US. They are ill-equipped, ill-trained 
and poorly paid to face a non-win situation. To save 
its own skin the police leadership has frequently let the 
men below down. There is no dearth of loudmouths 

amongst the police leadership at various levels, who are 
known more for their indiscreet statements to the press 
than for any professional work. We have our quota of 
of Darryl Gates, who believe more in tough talk than in 
doing sustained hard systematic professional work to 
combat crime and public disorder. The police in India 
are becoming increasingly remote from the public in their 
functioning. This must be corrected.'' 

Not only the Black Americans, but also Asian 

Americans also are afraid after tho Los Angeles riots 
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recently. An article in Newsweek dated May 18, 1992, 
entitled "Asians in the Promised Land/4, the writer states 
that the Asians are seen as a"mode! minority—superior to 
other Americans in habits of study and work.*' The article 
quotes Ronald Reagen's praise for the Asian-American 
community that ''they embodied the American Dream of 
hard work, thrift and success." The article continues, 
"One widely repeated statistics shows, in fact, that Asian 

families earn an average of 35, 900 per year — more than 
the average for American white families.’* 

In July, after my return from New Jersey, I read that 
Mr. John Abraham from the Kerala State in South India 
has been elected Mayor of Teanek in New Jersey. He is 
not the first Indian to be a Mayor in the U.S.A.; the first 
Indian was re-elected recently in Texas to hold such a 

post. The newspaper states that an Indian's wife, (she is 
American) is already a Mayor of a town near Chicago. 
The husband of that Mayor is also from my homestate, 
Kerala. 

Asian Americans are not that happy. A Chinese 
student, Davis Yes, now 21, is not proficient in his 
mother tongue like many second generation foreigners. 
He says , "people would call me banana , yellow on the 
outside, white on the inside." He is not accepted by 
the white American culture. In a song called "Yellow 
Peril", the Seoul Brothers based in Seattle, Washington 
sings, "Not a Coolie slave on a sugar plantation. 
I'am a bona fide Asian." 

Andre Agassi 

When I was in Modesto my Assyrian friends told me 
that Andre Agassi lives in Modesto. “He is an Assyrian/' 
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said my Assyrian friends. That was news to me. Andre 
could be Andrews, the name of one of the twelve 
disciples of Jesus. Assyrians pronounce Andrews as 
Andreos. But Andre, I thought was of some other ethnic 

origin. Of course in America there are people of all 

ethnic origins. 

Andre Agassi was expected to win the French Open, 

jn Paris this year. Actually on the day I left New York 
the 22-year-old Agassi defeated a fellow American, the 

20-year-old Pete Sampras, a former US Open Champion. 
Thus Agassi entered the semi-finals to face Jim Courier. 

Agassi had lost to finalist in each of the last two years and 
a semi-finalist in his second appearance in Paris in 1988. 

The later events must be disappointing news to my 

Assyrian friends, Agassi lost to Jim Courier in the semi¬ 

finals. Courier claimed the cup in the finals. 

In the Sportsworlcf, dated 20-26 May 1992, published 

in India we read, "Of Andre Agassi no one can tell, 
perhaps not even himself. The question mark after his 
name has not faded. The Agassi era has stuttered, 

stumbled but never started.*' The same magazine remarks, 

"Agassi always serves up an anti climax at the French 

Open." 

Some hope that Agassi will face Jim Courier soon in 

the Wimbledon, England, either in the semi-finals or in 

the finals. 

It is surprising to me to realise how much interest 
Indians take in tennis and in matches like Wimbledon. 

The Indian TV got permission to cover the quarter finals 

* 5 
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alive. Many Indians will be glued to their TV sets to 
watch it alive. Some busy businessmen will get it taped 
on VCR and watch it when they reach back home. 

As I write these words I glance at a last page 
advertisement in Indian Express newspaper about their 
rieadymoney. Match. Point. Contest. I may not bother 
to enter this contest. But it will be intriguing to the 
readers abroad of this book to read the following lines of 
this 'ad' to see how much interest the Indians must be 
taking in Wimbledon. 

"Courier-of-the-flying feet, grass pro—Edberg, 
relentless Lendl, fire-brand Agassi, three-time 
champion Becker, sudden-flash Stich, old favourites 
iv.cEnroe and Jimmy Conners or some one you 
never thought of. 

Identify the Guarter-Finalists, the Semi-Finalists, 
in ■ Finalists and the champion of the Men s 

Singles at Wimbledon, this year. If you're made 
trie maximum number of right choices, you could 
be walking away with a prize." 

The prizes announced are colour TV, Kelvinator 
Refrigerator, Philips Personal Stereo, HMT watches, and 
ha f.yeany suoscription to the Indian Express daily. The 

moreTefT? PnZe' Ih0U9h Cheapest of the lot' ^ 
f ® ,0f me' as that is the only one which I pay or «e,, , ente, thi$ comest , wou|<] ^ PJ 

guess y 9U6SS C0Uld be as 9°°d as anybody's 

Having written the above 
enter the contests. My envies: was inspired to 
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Quarter-finalists 

Semi-finalists 

Finalists 

Champion 

Jim Courier. Boris Becker. Jimmy 

Conners, Andre Agassi, McEnroe 

Edberg, Lendl & Stick. 

Jim Courier Boris Becker, Jimmy 
Conners and Andre Agassi. 

Jim Courier and Boris Becker 

Boris Becker 

If my guesses are correct, I will be watching colour 

TV before this book reaches the readers. Or, will I learn 
a lesson not to waste my time tresspassing into areas out¬ 

side my competence and calling? 

A few days after typing these paragraphs, I know that 
my predictions about the winners of Wimbledon are ail 

wrong. I should learn now not to pretend to be know¬ 
ledgeable about tennis, a game which I never cared to 

attempt to learn. Anyhow my congratulations to the 
Champion of Wimbledon, Andre Agassi. Best luck next 
time to Conners, McEnroe, Becker, Michael Stich and 

others, the fallen heroes of Wimbledon 1992. 

My earlier claim that Andre Agassi is from Modesto 
is wrong. I do not know whether he or his father ever 
lived there. As I look at STAR FILE of SPORTSTAR 

dated June 13, 1992 I find a colour photo of Andre 

Agassi with his biodata which identified him as coming 
from Las Vegas, USA. His weight is 70 Kg, the same as 

mine, although he is about 5 inches taller, having a 

height of 5 ft 11 inches. 

His highest ranking was No.3 in November 1988. He 

was born on April 29, 1970. 
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He was introduced to the game by his father Mike 
Agassi who was formerly a Las Vegas showmaster and 
Iranian Olympic boxer. Andre Agassi, as a youngster, 

practised with llie Nastase and Jimmy Conners. He has 
bet Becker and Edberg in back to back matches and has 
won the inaugural ATP Tour World Championship. I am 

glad to read that his favourite book is the Bible. 

Now I am not sure whether my Assyrian friends still 
claim that Andre Agassi is Assyrian. He could be. The 
names of his family members could sound Assyrian- 
Actually they are names from the Bible. Father Mike or 
Michael, mother Elizabeth, brother Philip and sister 
Tamee. 

As I complete copying some of these details about 
Andre Agassi, my eyes were caught on the birth date of 
the female tennis champion, the beautiful Steffi Graf. 
She was born on June 14, one day after I was born. In 
fairness to her I must add that was 29 years later—she in 
June 1969 and 1 in June 1940. 

The interest in Tennis in India is much more than 
I had guessed. After Agassi and Steffi Graf won the 

Wimbledon finals, the Indian Express wrote an editorial 
on July 7, 1992. About Agassi it writes. 

Andre Agassi, 22, showed that there was more 
to him ihan colourful shorts, T-shirts and language- 
it was a final between the big server, who had the 

added advantage of being left handed,' and the 
best retriever in the game. The battle was going 

to be as much in the mind as on the court. Victory 
went to the man with the stronger mind/' 
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According to the same editorial "Agassi's irreverance 
s threatening to become irrelevance." Comparing him 

Bjorn Borg, a Swede, who won five Wimbledon titles 

a row, the Indian Express opines: 

The game is the only thing the two have in 
common. The American is explosive where the 

Swede is calm, and excitable where the Swede is 
imperturbable.it remains to be seen what 

influence Agassi has on the next generation of 
American Tennis players. But for that he will have 

to win a few more titles. The important psycholo¬ 
gical hurdle has been crossed. Agassi knows that 

he can do it, and that is half the battle." 

I had planned to visit my eldest brother Jos Mooken 
d family in San Diego. Because of my diabetes I 

cided not to take another trip down to San Diego from 

odesto. 

In my 1977 trip he had come to San Francisco and 

<en me home by car, a long and tedious drive, especially 
his daughters Miriam and Micky were younger and 

iuld not sit quiet for a long time in the car, while I 
pt talking non-stop with my brother and his wife Lalu. 

In 1988 and 91 he drove me from San Diego for 

jrbana in Hughson near Modesto. This time we 
lephoned and talked and promised to include San Diego 
my itinerary in my next trip. It is not always easy to 

>mbine Church visits with family visits all in one trip, 

n the other hand, it is nota financially sound proposition 

plan more trips abroad. 



CHAPTER 2 

Mesopotamian Light 

Mesopotamian Light was the name of the Semina 
held for the three days May 14—17,1992 31 Modesto ii 
California. It was planned and organized by the priest 
of the three congregations in the area. Archdeacor 
Eshai Joseph of the Assyrian Church of the old calenda 
(St. Mary's Church, Hughson), Rev. Oshana Kanon of th< 
Assyrian Church new calendar and Fr. Sabre of th< 
Chaldean Church worked hard to make it a success. 

The Master of Ceremony, Mr. Lincoln an Assyriar 
who has been in America for a generation, ably conductec 
the affairs. Alexander Michailian did a very admirabh 
job conducting the choir and music. The Assyriar 
folk-dances provided added attraction and gave a festive 
look to the academic atmosphere of the lectures. 

Cheateau De Vi lie at 1773 Prescott Road, Modestc 
was filled to capacity. The organizers felt that next yea 
a bigger hall ought to be booked for holding such c 
seminar. Men and women actively participated in the 
meetings. The historical and spiritual thrust of Assyrians 
and the Chaldeans were brought to light. The Assyrians 
are non-Roman Catholic. The Chaldeans are those unde 

the Pope, of course through the Chaldean Patriarch in 
Bagdad. Some of the questions which rose from the 
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iience had the particular bias of the members who 
>ed the questions, perhaps to prove that the Chaldeans 

more ancient than the Assyrians or vice versa. The 
itroversy was not open, although insinuations or bias 

j|d be detected in the questions. I am not sure 
ether all the speakers were aware of the subtleties of 

intentions or motives of all questions. 

On the opening day Professor Hamilton Hess Ph.D. 

»ke on "Biblical Study, Eastern Church Fathers." 
Sarhad Jammu Ph. D. spoke on the formation of the 

jrch of the East. He came from Detroit to represent 
Chaldean Catholic Church. 

The second afternoon, the boyish looking Mr. Kent 
Hard spoke on Assyriology. Bishop Mar Bawai of the 
Syrian Church, who has done advanced studies in the 
tholic University of America in Washington D.C„ spoke 

"the Church of the East between yesterday and 
norrow." Bishop Mar Bawai is on the Central 
mmittee of the World Council of Churches. 

My talk was on the final day of the Seminar. I gave 

i summary of my book The Nestorian Missions. The 

Syrians were happy to hear about the past glory of our 

:e - flourishing Church. One lady asked me whether 

in Stewart's book The Nestorian Missionary Enterprise 
s still available. I told her that although Mar Narsai 

iss had made a Reprint of that book in 1961, it is now 

t of print. One of the participants asked about my 
aks on jokes and requested me to come out with some 

m the book. When I obliged, my session ended on a 
)py and a joyous note. 
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The final speaker of the Seminar was a Jest 
Fr. George Maloney who was a Professor in Fordha 
University in New York. He said, '1 was a Jesuit, b 
now they call me a Franciscan", referring to his shift fro 

Fordham to San Francisco. His talk on Church Sacr 

ments was informative and interesting. 

Some non-Assyrian speakers were conscious of tl 

act that their pronunciation would not be understO( 
properly by the Assyrian audience. There was no suffic 

ent time to spell out each difficult word. Therefore 01 

of the speakers distributed a list of words he taug 
would benefit his Assyrian listeners to understand I" 

talk quicker and accurately. 

A summary of the whole talk is not easy to be r 

produced in such a book. Given below is the I 
distributed to all in the audience. This list could provi 
some insights to the early history of Syriac Christianii 
As the complete summary of this Seminar is not compil 
and published, this description of the important ever 
there could be of some consolation or information r 
only to those who attended it but also to those who coi 
not attend. 

NAMES AND TERMS RELATING TO EARLY 

SYRIAC CHRISTIANITY 

Church of the East 

Chaldean Church 

Maronite Church 

Melchite Church 

Syrian Jacobite Church 

Palut of Edessa 

Serapion of Antioch 

St, Ephrem 

Ascetic 

Bnay Qyama/Bnat Qya 
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Malabar Christians St. Simeon the Stylite 

Orthodox Churches Peshitta 

Assyrian Rabbula of Edessa 
Antioch George Lamsa 

Teaching of Addai Odes of Solomon 
Abgar Afrahat 

Edessa Demonstrations 
Addai Jacob of Nisibis 
Mesopotamia River Daisan 
Seleucia-Ctesiphon Coptic 
Baghdad Ikon 
Nisibis Narsai 

Aramaic Jacob of Serug 
Parthians St. John Chrysostom 
Persians St. Jerome 
J. B. Segal Theodore of Mopsuestia 
Fertile crescent Council of Chalcedon 
Tatian the Syrian Alexandria 

Diatessaron 

Bardaisan of Edessa 

Nestorius 

Note that Nestorius is last in the list. Not because it 

is the least important term in the list, but because 
reference to that name came rather late in the talk. 
Moreover chronologically he comes only in the 5th 

century, having become the bishop or Patriarch of 
Constantinople only in 428 A. D. and being exiled in 

431 A. D. and died in 451 A. D., the year of the Council 
of Chalcedon. He lived after Abgar, Addai, Tatian the 
Syrian, Bardaisan of Edessa, St. Ephrem, Afrahat, Jacob 

of Nisibis, St. John Chrysostom, St. Jerome, Theodore 
of Mopsuestia, but not definitely after J. B. Segal and 
George Lamsa, our senior contemporaries. 
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The Modesto Bee, dated Friday, May 15, 1992 had a 
quarter-page announcement on p. A. - 7. The announce¬ 
ment made it clear that this Seminar was sponsored by 
six Assyrian Churches and clubs in Stanislaus County as 
a "premier event to enlighten the public about the 

Assyrian people and their heritage." 

The choir under the able leadership of the well known 
Assyrian music director Alexander Michailian, S3ng 
Assyrian songs. Two songs were sung in Syriac. One 
was Breekh Khannana.by Mar Bawai the Great of the 
7th century. The other was Alaran Isho Ma/ka Sghieda 
written by Saint Mar Aprem of the 4th century. 

The English translation of these two songs were 
supplied to the audience. It is as follows. BREEKH 
KHANNANA.... 

Blessed is the Compassionate One, who in His 
loving kindness hath administered our life in 
prophecy. With the eye of the Spirit Isaiah saw 
the Wondrous Child of the virgin. For Mary with 
out union bore, Emmanuel, the Son of God. From 
her the Holy Spirit fashioned, a body which was 
united; as it is written. That it might be an adorable 
habitation and temple. For the glittering light 
of the Father in one Sonship. And at the beginning 
of His marvellous conception. United with Himself 
in one honour. That He might fulfil in Him all His 
attributes. For the salvation of all (world) as was 
well pleasing to Him. On the day of His annun¬ 
ciation (or nativity) the watchful ones glorified 
Him, with their halleluyahs in the heights above* 
Likewise the earthly ones offered Him worship, 
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with their offerings in one honour. One is the 
Christ the Son of God, worshipped by all in two 

natures. In His Godhead begotten of the Father, 

without beginning before all time, in his humanity 

born of Mary in the fullness of time, in a body 
untied. Neither His Godhead was of the nature of 
mother, nor His humanity of the nature of the 
Father. The natures are retained in their qnume, 

in one person of One Sonship. And as the 
Godhead is‘.three qnume one essence, likewise the 

sonship of the Son, is in two natures one person. 
So the Holy Church has learnt to confess the Son 

who is the Messiah. We worship, 0 Lord, Your 
Godhead, and your humanity without division 

(repeat three times). 

One is the power. One the majesty. One the 
will, and one the Glory. Father, Son, and Holy 

Spirit, for ever and ever, Amen and Amen. 

HYMN OF THANKSGIVING 

BY St. APREM THE GREAT, 4th Century 

0 Jesus, our Lord and adorable King, Thou, who by 

Thy passion hast vanquished tyrannical death. Son of 

God. who hast promised us a new life in the heavenly 

Kingdom, put an end to all our misfortunes and establish 

in our country peace and mercy. May we on the day of 

Thy coming arise to life, and go to meet Thee according 

to Thy will. May we with hosanna bless Thy name for 
Thy goodness toward our race. Innumerable are Thy 
mercies to our humanity, and Thy charity is manifested in 

favor of our mortality. Thou hast remitted our sins in Thy 
forgiveness. Glory be to Thy name for Thy gift. Blessed 
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be Thy majesty in Thy dwelling, 0 Thou who in Thy 
mercy dost pardon our trespasses. Make us worthy in 
Thy grace to praise and adore Thy divinity. And to send 
up glory to Thy Majesty in all times. Amen and Amen. 

Another song what the choir sang in Syriac was also 
beautiful. Although not famous as the two songs already 
quoted, the following song is taken from the morning 

prayer of Sundays found in Hudra (Trichur edition) Vol. 1 
pp. 105, 106. I transliterated it here instead of trans¬ 
lating it into English. The Assyrians can feel the real 
spirit of this song when they hear it in the language of 
their forefathers. It is a Thishbohtha (Praise) written by 

Mar Narsai who died in 502 A. D. 

Thuyay badmuth Hishoqha, Preesa vath al biryatha 

Vadnah nuhreh Damshieha, Vaqna alma buyana (x) 

L'iddhan lilya dame va Zavna dmin Adam valkha 

Uyom gilyane damsheeha Lrahtha sha'ee diemama (x) 

Sapra qanye aap Maran I'shuraya d' Karozuthi 

U'idhan ramsha I'shulama Damnieh I'alrna min 

amleh (x) 

L'hana savra msaqein vav Kahne umalke vanvieye 
Annieh innon baroya balmena dyom gilyaneh (x) 

Bgilyaneh nah biryatha Daslvhieqan vai bahtietha 
Usharie alma mittvhaggie B'inyana da'ethiedatha (x) 

Dyatheqe hdatha Ashlim Lamqablane dyulpane 

Thav'ah badmah Daqnomeh Dla Nith'daglun 

shuvdayav (x) 
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Bshuvdaye d' malkuth raoma Asre I'rahta damlile 

Uha msaqien leh Igilyane Ar'ane vashmayane (x) 

Qriv leh mikhail gilyane Dmalka d'amliqh min ginsan 

Thav nithayyav lahzathi Am kinshe dashmayyani (x) 

The three poets quoted above are the greatest of the 
neologian-poets of the Assyrian Church. Of this, 
/lar Aprem (306-373) belongs to the undivided Church, 
s he died before the Nestorian controversy of the Council 

f Ephesus of 431 A. D. But the other two namely 
lar Narsai (d. 502 A. D.) and Mar Babai the Great 

569—628 A. D.) lived after the Nestorian controversy, 

herefore I had doubts in my mind whether the Chaldeans, 
/ho are under the Pope of Rome, would unite in singing 
le songs of Mar Narsai and Mar Babai who are accused 
s '‘Nestorian heretics" by some. I must state that there 
; a re-thinking on the whole ''Nestorian" issue. 

Since it was planned to make this 'Mesopotamian 
ight' Seminar an annual event not only to show the 

olidarity of the Chaldeans (Catholic) and the Assyrians 

r Nestorians, but also for the listeners to learn about 

le history and faith of our Churches. 

There will be many who may not comprehend the 

ofound thoughts and insights of the learned professors, 
he organizers, therefore circulated Evaluation sheets 
-ith possible four opinions. Although I received blank 

)rms for two days I did not fill it up. Hence it is still 
ith me. The instruction on the top of this Evaluation 

heet is "If the Spirit moves you, please take a moment 

) put forth suggestions for the Planning Committee to 

iclude for next year's Seminar, 
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1. The Seminar was good 

2. The Seminar was fair 

3. The Seminar was bad 

4. Other 

It was not easy for me to criticize my colleagues. 

Concerning my opinion about my own speech, I am the 
least competent to comment upon it. Finally I escaped 
without informing the organizers what I thought about 
the papers presented at the Seminar. What I heard from 
the organizers is that the participants appreciated the 

papers in general. 

The next Seminar is likely to be in Detroit, Michigan 
so that more Chaldeans can co-operate. There are more 
Chaldeans than the Assyrians in the Detroit area. More¬ 

over, the ordinary people in our pews must know the 
history of our Churches. If is not the monopoly of the 

theologians and ptiests. Every layman or laywoman 
should know the profound heritage of our own Churches- 

My speech was the summary of my book Nestoriar 

Missions. which in turn, was taken liberally from the 
earlier book, John Stewart's The Nestorian Missionary 
Enterprise. I narrated the story of king Abgar Uchama whc 
invited Jesus to Urhai (Edessa) and stay with him. Latet 
Jesus replied that he would not get time to visit them 
Instead, he would send his disciple, which he did. Final I v 

the King of Edessa himself was baptised and took al 
members of his kingdom to the Church. Assyrians claim 
therefore, that they are the first race to embrace Chris¬ 
tianity as a nation even before St. Thomas commencec 

his evangelistic endeavours in India in 52 A. D, 
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The history of the persecutions as well as the 
<pansion of Church into China in 635 A. D. by Alopen 
id soon to Japan were included in my speech. I 
ferred to the Nestorian Crosses even now seen in Leh 

Ladakh, near Himalaya mountains at a height of 

3,000 feet, with inscription dating back to 800 A. D. 
told the excited Assyrian audience that there is a Persian 
ross in Karunagala in Sree Lanka dating back to 400 A.D. 

The facts about existence of our Church in Arabia 
efore Prophet Muhammad was born in 570 A. D., or 

lat Warqa, the cousin of Khadeeja, the rich wife of 
rophet Muhammad, was a member of our Church who 
sed to give advice to Mohammad himself, or the Christian- 
luslim dialogue between Caliph al Mahdi and Patriarch 
/lar Timotheus 1 in 780 at Bagdad were interesting and 

ispiring information to the audience in this Seminar. 

A question was asked to Bishop Bawai, which was 

he most glorious period of our Church. Bishop Bawai 
9ft it to me to answer because he felt that Church 
ijstory was my field of competence. I explained to the 

ludience that eleventh century was the period in which 
he Church of the East was in the zenith of its glory. At 
hat time our Church outnumbered all the Churches put 

ogether. 

My intention was not just to boast about the past, 

dux to encourage today's generation to be a Church on 

:ire once again. The greatest missionary Church which 
supplied the largest number of martyrs to the world should 

not distintegrate or remain lethargic. It is time to wake 
up; arise and shine. It is high time to forget the petty 

differences and to be witnesses for our Lord and Master 
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Jesus Christ. The Church on fire should not be a Churci 

on ice. 

Assyrians are now scattered all over the world. The^ 
are now found not only in Iraq, Iran, Syria and Lebanon 
but also in Greece, Germany, Holland, Sweden, France 
England, USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand. The 
Assyrians and Chaldeans, realising the common heritage 
could continue the spirit of co-operation evinced ir 
organizing the Seminar "Mesopotamian Light/' (Shimshc 

O' Beth Nahrien) 



CHAPTER 3 

Chicago 

Our first congregation in Chicago was officially 
naugurated in 1983 after the arrival of the present priest 
lasha Awiqam Pithyon. He was a student in the 
Seminary in India during 1967-68 and ordained priest in 
Bagdad on 15 September 1968. After serving the 
‘atriarchate in Bagdad for some years he went to Germany, 
vhere his third child Klara was born. In 1983 Qasha 
Wviqam and family moved to Chicago. 

The Church of the East, often known as the Assyrian 
Church, or the Nestorian Church, established itself 
1 Chicago in 1925 when Mar Abimalek Timotheus 
Metropolitan of India went to America to seek help for 
le Assyrians who had been driven out of their homeland, 
urkey after the first World War (1914-18), for fighting 
long with the Russians and later with the British allied 
)rces against their land, Turkey. The Assyrians had 
lought it wiser to join hands with Christian nations 
Jther than the Muslims. 

But after the war ended in 1918 there was no 
3parate homeland for them known as Assyria. They 
Jalised the naked truth that they were aliens in their 
omeland Turkey. About a hundred thousand Assyrians 
'alked and ran for life southward and found asylum in 
le refugee camps in Bequba near Bagdad. 

*7 
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The present Church is on the North Pulaski Road ar i 
corner, over a railway line. It was a factory before it wa: 
converted into a Church. After purchasing the parking 

lot next to the Church, the Church members are serioush 
thinking of using the whole Church building for socia 
gatherings and to construct an upper storey to be used ai 

the Church. 

On Sunday May 23, 1992 I conducted Qurbana ir 

this Church. I had the privilege of doing so earlier ir 
1988 and 1991. When I conducted Qurbana in Chicagc 
in 1984 this Church had not been purchased. It was ir 

1984 or 85 this building was bought. By the sacrifice o 
our people a factory was converted into a Church. Mai 
Narsai Metropolitan of Kirkuk, Iraq dedicated therenovatec 

Church in 1 985. 

In addition to Qasha Awiqam in whose house 
stayed in 1991, there are several deacons. In Octobe 
1984 Patriarch Mar Adhai II had ordained four deacon! 
in Chicago. Two of them moved to California, in 1991 
when the Seminary was established by the St. Mary'j 
Church, near Modesto. One is the Deacon Odisho Zadi 
and the other Rev. Edward Bachus ordained priest ii 
March 1992 by Mar Narsai Metropolitan. 

When I did Qurbana in Chicago I was very happ 
to see two old deacons. The oldest is Deacon Geevarghes 
Benjamin of Ashitha (a sub-tribe of the largest Assyria 
tribe called Tyari). Shamasha Geevarghese Benjami 
was to complete 90 years of age in June the same mont 
when I was to complete only 52 years. He was Ma/pa 

(teacher) of Syriac language in India during 1929-3 
before I wj born. My father used to admire the youn 
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eacon with a beautiful voice. I had remembered him in 
eb. 1990 when I visited Mosul, Iraq. I saw his house 

/here I had stayed in 1962- 

I was sad to know that his wife (my hostess in 

losul in 1962) had been killed recently in a road 

ccident. Deacon Geevarghese Benjamin came to Church 
/ith Mr. Daniel, son of his brother late Shamasha 
• haveed. It was with nostalgic memories I greeted 
hamasha Geevarghese and gave him Qurbana. I told 

ini that only one of this five students he had taught in 
ur Seminary survives. Deacon E. L. Varghese is 80 

ears old. 

Alex Paul was my host in 1967 when I made my visit 
j Chicago. He is an engineer with MOTOROLA. In 
977 I met Alex with his mother Margaret Baba Paul- 
! 1988 I went to her home. In 1991 instead of going to 
er home I went to her son Alex's home. Hence this 
me I longed to visit her. Her son Alex came to our 

:hurch after I had finished the evening prayers and took 

ie to their house where his aged mother, about 80, was 
iving alone. She was delighted to see me again. 

I wished to visit Ashurbanipal Library again, where 

had spoken in 1983. But since my stay in Chicago 
/as only for 2 days l couldn't think of visiting many 

lends. I didn't visit my Indian or Assyrian friends, 
xcept that on Sunday afternoon. I visited the house of 

)avid Er Lalitha Oomnn where I had visited them and 

heir girls Anju, Sanju & Premu in 1988. 

During my stay at Chicago I didn't have enough time 
o visit the children adopted in Chicago from the 
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Mar Timotheus Memorial Orphanage, in Trichur. I had 

met them last year in an Indian restaurant in Devon 
Avenue which is often called Indian Avenue or Gandhi 
Avenue. Indians are seen always in the restaurants and 

shops on either side of this road. 

Despite lack of time I telephoned to all of them. Paul 

and Eleanor Thomasula live in Hanover Park next to 
Chicago. I called them and conveyed greetings to their 
children Ann and John. Both of them were adopted from 
the orphanage in Trichur. The Thomasulas have no 
children and so they completed the formalities of foreign 
adoption and now Ann and John grow as their own 
children. I understand the dark colour of their skin do 
not bother their parents. The children got a lot of 
opportunities which the children in the middle class 
families in India cannot dream of. 

About their abilities and growth their parents wrote 
to me in January this year : 

"'It has been six years since Anne came to us. She 
is 8.5 years old, growing beautifully and doing 
well in school. She is flourishing as a third grader 
and is a social butterfly, with lots of friends and 
birthday party invitations. She loves to read, 
especially "chapter" books, and never ceases to 
amaze us with her artistic abilities. She likes to 
organize clubs for John and neighborhood friends. 
Anne is very athletic, too, as a swimmer, roller 
skater and biker. This summer she qualified for 
the advanced swimming class and even jumped 
from the highest diving boardl Her First Eucharist 
celebration last April, was a special time for our 
family/' 
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Actually the Thomasulas had adopted just Ann 
lone. It was in 1985, I think. But they could not be 

ontent with just one child. Like many parents they 

vanted to have a second baby—a boy this time. They 
vrote to the orphanage and went through all the legal 

ormalities. Finally on Sept 22. 1985, John arrived in 
he Thomasula's home, a two-year-old brother for the three 
nd half year old Ann. About John the same letter has 

his to say : 

"John is a happy second grader. He is a creative 

thinker with a sense of humor and an outgoing 
personality. He is now 7 years old; we celebrated 
his 5th anniversary with us on Sept. 22. Last 

March, his illustrated story "Emergency Vehicles" 
was selected from his first grade room for a Young 
Authors Contest. As an avid reader, he learns new 
information and then quizzes us about it at most 

inconvenient times! John uses his artistic talent to 
draw dinosaurs and clever story pictures. He enjoys 

making inventions with Legos when he is not riding 

his bike, "fighting" with Dad or telling jokes. 
Using the "Gold Book", we are preparing John for 

First Communion in Aprii." 

Then I called Parry family in Peoria, a little far away 
rom Chicago. It is not easy to go over there that rainy 

ay. The Parry's in Peoria adopted Margaret called Kala. 
n addition to this girl from our orphanage they adopted 

n Indian boy named Ryan from another orphanage, 

although they were born in two different places to two 

nrelated parents, now both these Indian children, Kala 

nd Ryan, have their loving parents, the Parrys in Peoria, 

lilnois. . 
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Reena is a very lively girl adopted by Dr. Primal 
Delanerolle who is an assistant Professor at the Medical 
College, in the University of Illinois. He lives in Oak Park 
near Chicago. When I met the Indian children last year, 
we missed her loving mother. Reena was less than three 

years then. 

In October 1991 for the third birthday party of Reena, 
her Indian ' cousins'' Ann and John Thomasulas were 
present. Reena was happy to play with "the big kids." 
Reena's mother expressed her gratitude to my mother for 
taking care of Reena while she was a tiny baby. My 

mother had to go to the US Consulate in Madras to get a 
visa for Reena and proceed to Bangalore to an Indian 
lady who escorted Reena to Chicago. 

I was glad that I could contact these homes by phone 
from Chicago, although I could not meet them personally 
and share my jokes. 

Polly Reuling was the last one I called. Her tele¬ 
phone did not answer. Then while I was in New Jersey 
I called her again. She was excited to hear my voice : 
She had adopted two girls from the orphanage, Mary and 
Alice. Both are smart. I have written about them in my 
travelogue of 1988. Last year I missed them. This year 
also we did not get the opportunity to meet. 

Polly Reuling has grabbed the opportunity to teach in 
India. The International School at Kodaikanal is the 
place for Americans to be. Situated at about 7,000 feet 
above sea level, the weather is cool even in summer* 
Winter is terribly cold for me. But the Americans would 
welcome it. The two girls, though Indians by birth, are 
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Americans in every respect. The younger girl's 

naturalisation papers are likely to be ready before they 
oin the Kodaikanal school. Their mother is looking 
forward to spending longer periods in the land of her 

children. 

Polly Reuling had spent several weeks in Trichur 

twice, once for the adoption of Mary and then Alice. As 
a matter of fact Mary is the first foreign girl of this 
Orphanage. That is, the first baby from this orphanage 

to be adopted abroad, the fore-runner of a stream of 
babies who went to many countries Canada, America, 
Holland, Germany, Belgium, Sweden, Switzerland, Italy 

and Australia. 

In previous visits I could find a few hours or one day 

to spend with my sister Leela and brother Addison. This 

time I could not spare that much time. I had planned to 
visit Washington D. C,, which I could not since 1977. 
Therefore I decided to squeeze in a Washington visit, 

dropping the hope of my visit to my sister and brother. 

To compensate for my inability to visit them they 
decided to go over to Chicago to be with their busy 
brother for a tew hours after Qurbana in Chicago. 

My sister Leela came from Columbus, Ohio with her 

husband Professor Alexander Alex and their daughter 

Asha. Their son Dr. Sajiv was busy and moreover was 
saving, l suppose, all his leave, as he was getting ready 
to go over to Kerala to get married on August 23. 

Sebi Paul Nadakavukaran, a young engineer from our 

Church in Calicut, Kerala is now living in Columbus, 
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Ohio. My sistei's family came in Sebi‘s car. He had 
gone over to the USA just before my visit to the USA in 
1988. But he was just getting settled down and hence I 
did not ask him to be in Chicago for service. But this 

time without my special invitation he went to Chicago to 
attend service. I always appreciate the young people in 
our Church who continue in their first line, even after 
they became educated. His mother is the daughter of 
our senior priest Fr. Francis Mangalam. His father is the 
brother of late Rev. N I. Joseph. It is true that if proper 
religious instruction is given during childhood, one will 
remain religious even after one grows up. There are 
exceptions too. 

My brother Addison came from Saline near Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. His wife Molly and two children 
Aprem and Grace Mary were with them. He is the only 
nephew who was baptised in my name, Aprem, In the 
families of my nine brothers and sisters I have twenty 
nephews and nieces. I find it difficult to remember the 
names of these twenty kids. As a student of mathematics 
at College I calculated by simple multiplication that we 
will have one hundred grand children in our home of ten 
children if we all were married. When I took to a life of 
celibacy, still I was wondering about the number of 
nephews and nieces closer to a century. Now I am wiser 
to think otherwise. 

After Gurbana we had a few hours together after the 
coffee hour in the Church. In the Church, my sister saw 
to it that I did not talk much with family members, as I 
had to say hello to many Church members. She warned 
the children to "shut up" so that their uncle could talk to 
others and they could wait until they got home to the 
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house of David Oommen where we had planned lunch. 

Hence time with the two families got shorter. I had to 
be back in Church for the evening prayer. 

Evelyn is an American lady who married an Assyrian 

named Solomon. She used to attend our Assyrian 
Qurbana without understanding a single word. Therefore 

she was so happy that she could understand the sermon 
which I preached in English. As a sign of her gratitude 
she baked a cake without sugar as she knew that I was a 

diabetic patient like her husband. 



CHAPTER 4 

Washington 

After two years of study in New York and Princeton 
I dashed to Washington, D. C. for the first time just to 

get my visa to Iraq. That was in response to a telegram 
from my predecessor Mar Thoma Darmo who had gone to 
Bagdad in September 1968. There was no Iraqi embassy 
in America. Nevertheless, the Indian Embassy, Iraq 
Interest section, would issue visa to Iraq. Actually it was 
the former Iraqi embassy building. They just changed the 
name plate from Iraqi Embassy to "Indian Embassy: Iraqi 
Interest section." 

I reached Washington D.C. on 12th September 1968. 
I had reached Washington by bus from New York and my 
plan was to return the same day after obtaining the Iraqi 
visa. Sept 13th was a Friday and I had to be in New 
York to buy a ticket, to get income tax clearance and such 
legal requirements in order to reach Baghdad that Sunday. 
Yes, I got the Iraqi visa in Washington D. C on 12th 
September itself and the ticket in New York on 13th and 
after a quick pack up, I left New York on 14th reaching 

Baghdad via Copenhagen on Sunday 15th September. 

The Iraqi officials in that Indian embassy were very 
helpful. Maybe, because I was an Indian and all those 
Iraqies were working under the Indian ambassador. That 
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ie what you may call diplomacy; how to work in a country 

where there was no diplomatic relationship. If my 

memory is correct, the Americans did not have much 

enemity to Iraq at that time- It was soon after the present 
ruling party, the Bath party, came to power. 

Although diplomatic relationship was gradually 
restored and the Americans helped Saddam Hussein during 

Iraq's war against Iran (1980-88), the friendship turned 
into the worst hatred after Iraqi army marched into Kuwait 
on 2nd August 1990 which culminated in American attack 

on Bagdad in January 1991 which CNN showed the world 

so daringly, operating from the luxurious Hotel Al Rasheed 
where the Hon'ble Minister of Awqaf of Iraq, Mr. Abdulla 
Fadhel had entertained me and the fellow bishops of our 

Church in March 1990. 

On 12 September 1968, I got just one hour free, as 

Iraqi visa sent to the Indian Consul for signature. 

This being my only chance to see the capital of that great 
country where I had studied for two years and which | 

was quitting to serve my Church in India where I was 
born, I decided to make the best of that opportunity. I 
saw the Capitol building and the river Potomac. That 
was all I could see in Washington during my two years 

study in New York and Princeton. 

My second visit to Washington was in 1977 when I 

took my trip abroad after serving the Church in Trichur 

for nearly nine years without a vacation. The only 

diversion I had during that long period of Church 
administration and preaching was the work for the 
doctorate I earned from the University of Serampore, 
writing a thesis on the history, faith and worship of the 
Chaldean Syrian Church in Trichur since 1814 A. D. 
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In the 1977 trip I had 45 days. I decided to visit 

my two brothers and elder sister living in the USA- Since 
the eldest brother was in San Diego, California and the 
elder sister was in Jefferson city, Missourie, I had decided 

to buy an Amtrak train ticket so I would travel extensively 
for 21 days. Starting from Chicago and after visiting 
California, Missourie, Boston etc. before I reached 

Washington, D.C, my 21 days expired. 

Teresa Varghese, sister of my second brother-in-law 

Dr. N. V. George, was working in the World Bank, in 
Washington. She arranged for my stay in the house of 
Mr. Anthony Planthara , Dr. Maria and their two children. 
During that trip I visited the World Bank, the Library of 
Congress, Arlington Cemetery, White House, and the 

Capitol building. 

My next visits to the USA were in 1984, 1988, and 
1991. In all these three trips the parishes belonging to 

our Assyrian Church were my interest. Thus were my 
missions to Chicago and California, although in 1988 I 
had just 23 hours in New York before returning to India. 

During my 1991 visit to Chicago, California and 
Canada, my friend Dr. Jonathan Sanford expressed a 

desire that I should visit him on a future trip. Jonathan 
and Carol Sanford were my guests in Trichur on the New 
Year eve of 1 989. He had written the 'foreword' to the 
second part of my autobiography covering my age 40 to 
50. 

Thus when I bought the Visit USA ticket of $418 

containing four coupons, I got it as New York - San 
Francisco-Chicago-Washington-New York. Actually the 
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5t leaf 'Washington to New York' was not worth $ 100. 

:Ou!d have gone by train or bus to New York. But I 

ould not grumble because the first three flights were 

orth more than $400. 

My stay with the Sanfords was pleasant and relaxed, 
hen I was leaving he gave me a book autographed with 

e words "Thank you for the wonderful visit at our home, 

ith affection and respect." 

Having had the experience of a babysitter in 
inceton, I felt perfectly at home with the children in 
e Sanford home. The children did some home work 

vestigating my habits. They knew that I had written 
kes. Therefore the children were ready with their little 
ke books, asking me to answer their questions. I failed 

iserably. I did not know the answers. My excuse was 

at the American jokes are different from the Indian ones. 

Alice and Jane wanted me to play chess or some 
ch games with them. I told them that I never learned 

ess or the other games they played. They said that 
ey would teach me. I did not have the time or mood 

be taught by the children. I kept talking with their 

irents. 

I praise the patience of the parents. Children cannot 
i punished with cane. They are aware of their rights- 
irents cannot be cruel. That means the children wil 

5t the patience of their parents. They usually do not 
;ten to what the parents tell them to do. It must be 

id in favour of the children that they do love their 

irents, 
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They love their gerbils, the domesticated rats. Hov 
they pat them and kiss them, talk to them and say sorr 

to gerbils, after they threw these little animals in the cage 
They are taught that they should not be cruel to animals. 

Compared to the Indian children the Americar 

children share work in the house, helping in the kitcher 
and laying the table for dinner. 13-year-old Susan wa< 
told to help in clearing the table. She says ''this is m\ 
day-off." The five year old little Jane gives advice tc 
her sister. "Susan, you know you can have one whole 
week off, instead of taking day-off once a week for seven 

weeks." Her calculation is correct, but it does not work 
that way always- "You do not have a day-on, then how 
can you talk about a day-off", her father reminds Jane. 

I admired the patience of Dr. Sanford in dealing with 
children. The Joyful Noise/etter of the "Fellowship of 
Merry Christians dated June-July 1992 has a front page 
article under the caption "Many fathers deserve 'Academy 
Awards.' 

"Columnist Dolores Curran, an FMC member 
believes that fathers deserve 'Academy Awards* on 
Father s Day in the following categories; 

Best Supporting Actor. Goes to the dad who's 
always there when we need him and often when 
we don t. He s there when we re feeling down, 
needy, failing. 

Best Director of an Original Production : Goes to 

the dad who prizes our individuality and uniqueness. 
He says things like: "You can do it because you're 
you. Go for it." 
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Best Director of a Light Subject : Goes to the dad 
who enjoys life, humor, and play. He can lighten 
up and be silly. He knows that humor is often the 

best way to deal with conflict and disappointment, 

and he isn’t afraid to laugh at himself. When the 
family is down, he's the one who starts a pillow 
fight or pulls out a deck of cards. 

Best All-Around Actor: Goes to the man who can 
fix anything, including toys, checkbooks, and 

broken hearts. He can take on any difficult role 
without stopping to study his lines." 

This above article has a cartoon with a caption 
:amily Circus' of a girl telling her Daddy, "You are better 
tan just a father. You are a Daddy/' 

I do not wait until Father's Day to give these awards 
3 Dr. Sanford. I confer on him all these right away. 

American children do not have the freedom to do 

nything, as some Indians have misunderstood. They do 
ot waste their time watching TV and VCR all the time as 
□me rich Indian children do. The 13-year-old Susan 

/as asking parents' permission to watch a particular 

rogramme. "Oh, it will take one hour. No, you can't 

/atch it," says her father. She is not happy with that 
ecision. But there is no choice. The TV is always 

jcked. In India we never hear of locking up the TV set. 
Vith dish antenna and some extra fittings the rich children 

i India watch TV progammes 24 hours a day. What a 

ragedy! 

Dr. Sanford is a religious man. His father, the 

lev. R. B. Sanford was a minister in the United Methodist 
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Church, now retired and living in California. He copie 
and gave me the songs his father recorded in Russia i 
1988. Jonathan Sanford is a committee Chairman of a loci 
congregation in Washington D. C. The United Churcl 
is a rare combination of two different denominations, tfi 
United Methodist Church and the United Church of Chris 
It is an ecumenical experiment working very well nov 
It avoids expenditure on an extra clergy, as they are no' 

having only one clergy, a lady! 

Carol Sanford also is active in the Church. Sh 
shares many concerns with her husband. She works i 
the Department of Labour. It is surprising that when 
met later, in New York, a fellow graduate of 1967 bate! 
he was telling me that he was working in the Departmer 
of Labour, I asked him "Do you know Carol Sanford? 

He asked me in surprise "How do you know her? She i 
my colleague/' I said "I was her guest yesterday. I ha 
occasion to live in their home during the past thre 
days.'' What a small world! 

The 13-year-old Susan is supporting one girl of he 
age in the Chaldean Syrian High School, next to where 
five in Trichur. They are financially helping some oth( 
children also in this school. Susan is a smart gir 

She taught me cooking. We cooked sweet potatoes an 
spinach pie known as Spanakopita. I give her "A" grad 
for her cooking instruction to me. 

Being an Indian, I have not done much in this lin< 

When I was young, servants helped mother in thekitcher 
sometimes sisters entered the kitchen. The sons do nc 
enter the kitchen. They sit at the dining table to eat wht 
the women iolk at home have prepared. With th 
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on-availability of domestic servants, now the masters 
»ave learned to go to the market and help their wives and 
laughters. But living in the Metropolitan's palace, I 
lo not do any cooking. I do not know how to switch on 
n oven! 

The book Dr. Sanford presented me is The Dead Sea 

Scrolls After Forty Years. It is a symposium held on 

)ctober 27,1990 at the Smithsonian, Washington. 

It is about the scrolls discovered 42 years ago in the 
:aves near the Dead Sea. The Dead Sea is the deepest 

Jestination of this planet earth. It is 1290 feet below sea 
evel. The Dead Sea has no outlet. It is between 
Jordan and Israel. It was the site of ancient Moab and 
\mmon. 

Adjacent to the Dead Sea, a group of pious men of 

Jewish religion made a settlement in the 2nd century 
before Christ. Probably they were the ascetic community 
called the Essenes. They never admitted any women 

here. The men copied the Bible and waited for the end 
of the world to come. They had 800 volumes, including 

all the books of the Hebrew Bible except Esther. I 
wonder whether Esther was not included because of the 
anti-feminist attitude of the men-only community. 

This area in the barren land near the Dead Sea is 

called the Qumran caves. The remains of this 2nd 
century settlement can be seen in the plateau. In May 

1985 when I was the conductor of a Pilgrimage tour, we 
saw these caves. Even today it is a barren area, although 

some places near the road from Jericho to Qumran (about 

12 miles south of Jericho and 18 miles south east of 

*9 
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Jerusalem) has green gardens of grapes, watermelons ao 
such other fruits and vegetables. 

A remark made by James A. Sanders in this boo 
captured my attention. In the discussion about th 
Dead Sea Scrolls a question was put to Dr. Jame 

A. Sanders as to why people did not pay much heed t< 
the scientific studies which the scholars do. "People ii 
the religions have been changing, but not in response t( 
your scholarship. They go their own way, and you 
scholarship keeps on going. But what is the point if thi 
religionists are not going to pay attention to you?" 

James Sanders replies by referring to what Georg* 
Steiner laments in the New Yorker of February 1988 
about the lack of knowledge of the Bible outside "th( 
very few people outside of theological circles, or English 
departments of literature." Sanders replies: (p.83) 

'Mr. Steiner, it is worse than you think. The' 
Jon t know the Bible all that well in theologica 
circles either." I would not want to say hov 
much of the Bible is really known in mainline 
seminaries, what you get is sometimes th< 
opposite of what you are talking about. The 
ministers go out into the Churches and you have i 
93P between pulpit and pew. The guy or gal ir 

• ‘e P^P*t knows the theories about the formatior 
is;. B s g I j but probably hasn't read too terribly 

much out of 2 Chronicles recently, if ever. The 
people m the pew don't know it any more eithei 
for tiie most part, and the minister is afraid, because 

lne budget has to be met each fall, to tell therr 
what he really learned about the J. E. D. anc 
P. theory. 
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There are points of contact between the Qumran 

Dcuments and New Testament. Expressions such as 

righteousness of God," "Works of the law", "Church of 
od" are found in the New Testament and in the Qumran 
crolls. The mysterious character Melehizedek mentioned 

i the Epistle to the Hebrews 7:1-17 is found in Qumran 

ixt as a biblical personality who plays a super human 

)le as a kind of angel. 

In Peter's speech on the day of Pentecost recorded 
i Acts Chapter 2, he proclaims that the outpouring of 

le Holy Spirit on him and his colleagues is the fulfilment 
f what Prophet Joel prophesied (Joel 2:28). About 

star's speech James C. Vanderkam writes in The Dead 

ea Scrolls After Forty years, p. 36. 

"That phrase 'in the last days' should catch our 
attention. What Joel foresaw for the last days 

was, according to Peter in Acts 2, happening at 
this first Christian Pentecost. The Hebrew text of 
Joel, however, does not actually have the words 

"in the last days"; it reads "afterwards." 

In Acts 2, Peter seems to have derived it from the 

context. But like the Essenes, he applied an 

eschatological prophecy to the present—to his 
present—to a momentous event in the history of 

his community. There are plenty of other examples 

in the New Testament of this kind of interpretation. 

The two communities appear to have approached 
the Scriptures, at least at times, in the same way. 

Finally, a note about messianism. Both the 
Essenes and early Christians had messianic faiths. 
Both associated messiahs with the end, but the 
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Christians differed in holding that he had already 
appeared once and would be back." 

Pentagon 

On Monday, 25th May being Memorial Day my hosts 
had a holiday. Dr. Jonathan Sanford and his three 

daughters Susan, Alice and Jane took me to see the 
Pentagon. Being a holiday the offices at the Pentagon 
were closed. We were told that I could go next day and 
join a tour of Pentagon. 

We decided to walk around the Pentagon on our 
own. After walking two sides, I asked my hosts whether 
the Pentagon was a square building. The 13 year old 
Susan replied "Pentagon is a Pentagon. It cannot be a 

square." I should be ashamed of my ignora nee, I thought. 
Then I realised that the Sanfords live in Washington, 
hence there was nothing special about their knowledge 
that Pentagon had five sides. Had I lived in Washington 

I would have poked my nose to smell what was going 
on in the Pentagon. 

As I walked around this five sided building an 
airplane was flying over us. I wondered whether it was 
safe to walk in the lawn. I consoled myself that at 

present everything was safe. Saddam Hussain of Iraq 
was not allowed to fly winged aircraft. All aircrafts of 

raq except the helicopters are grounded. So he would 
noc ly to \ entagon to exhibit his fury against the 

Pentagon. Another powerful antagonist, i. e., the Soviet 
Union is disintegrated and Russia, alone, would not 
attempt a show down with the Pentagon. That thought 

gave me a sneaking suspicion; -Has Gorbachev given 
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croper and correct instructions to Yeltsin which button 

:o press to destroy Washington." I hope Yeltsin is 

<eeping his secret secure and safe. 

We walked almost 44 sides of the 5 sided building 

A/hen we realised that we could not reach where we had 
started. We asked a security man if there was a short¬ 
cut to the opposite side of the Pentagon. He admitted 
[hat he did not know. There must be some secret tunnel 

jnder the building. We can enter the gate from one side 

and cross the inside quadrangle (or Pentangle, if there 
is such a word) and walk to the opposite side. But such 

a short-cut was not possible. We walked back to square 
□ne. Thus twice we covered 4£ sides of this 5 sided 
□uilding. The perimeter of the Pentagon is said to be 

4/5th of a mile. Thus the distance we covered to and 
fro, is more than a mile and a half. We were 
tired and delayed. Therefore we decided to restrict our 
remaining programme to the War Memorial cemetery and 

Lincoln Monument. 

Indian newspapers watch what is happening in the 

Pentagon. Why, the whole world is watching what 

Pentagon is doing or thinking of doing. 

In fact the surveillance of the Pentagon over the 

yvhole world must be of greater proportion than the 

amount of attention world nations give to Pentagon. 

The front page news in Indian Express dated May 25, 

1992 (that is the day I visited Pentagon) shows how 

carefully India is watching what the Pentagon is 

watching. 
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''Pentagon drops ‘hegemony’ reference to India 

WASHINGTON - The final strategic planning document 
was signed by US Defence Secretary Richard Cheney 
after its principal author. Under Secretary of Defence for 
Policy Paul Wolfowitz removed references in the earlier 

document to India and other countries as potential 'hege¬ 
monies' who have to be stopped, if necessary by the use 

of force by the US. 

India had been clubbed as posing a hegemonic threat 
to neighbours—in language first used by the late Pakistan 
Prime Minister Zulfiqar AI i Bhutto in his I ndia-bai ting 

speeches—along with Japan, Germany and Russia. 

The strange world view of the Pentagon, reportedly 
drafted in consultation with key White House officials 
and some State Department officials, despite their denials, 
became known when the New York Times leaked it 
extensively. 

The dropping of the objectionable portions also 
comes through the leak to the Washington Post of what 
the paper calls 'a near final draft.' The actual document 
itself is classified 'secret' and 'noforn' (or no foreigners 
should be allowed to see it), 

When the February 18, 1992, draft was leaked by the 
New York Times and later the Post it drew a storm of 
public protest from India, Japan and Germany. 

The draft implied that a competing power or alliance 
of countries, bolstered by surging economic strength in 
Germany or Japan, could arise and eventually express 
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rivalry with the US through military competition, the 

newspapers said. 

To keep this from happening, the earlier draft 

proposed that the US build a new order based on con¬ 
vincing potential competitors that they need not aspire 
to a greater role or pursue a more aggressive posture to 

protect their legitimate interests', the Times said. 

At Lincoln Memorial we saw such a giant size statue 

of Abraham Lincoln, sitting in his chair, with his lively 

face and piercing eyes, facing and watching people. A 

lot of people were there. Alice, the second daughter of 
the Sanfords, said that it was the first time she was 

visiting the Lincoln Memorial. 

We walked in front of the war cemetery where the 

Vietnam veterans were buried. Being the Memorial Day 

the relatives of those who were killed in the Vietnam war 

came and paid floral tributes. 

Brock & Ann Brower 

Brock Brower was a visiting Professor of journalism 

at Princeton University when I was a student there during 
the academic year 1967-68. Some of my classes such as 
Latin, German and Early Christian thought, were at the 
University and the rest were in the Princeton Theological 

Seminary. 

My contact with Brock Brower was not through 

journalism. 1 was a babysitter to his children. Several 

students' wives at the Princeton Seminary used to babysit 

in homes in the Princeton area. When one of the parents 
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needed a babysitter one evening, she would dial the 
number of the Seminary hostel where I lived. If my 
memory is correct my room number was 305 in the Hodge 

Hall. Answering the telephone for the 3rd floor I would 

say that there were no babysitters in the hostel at the 
moment. The lady queried why I couldn't babysit. Oh> 

boy, I never thought of such an eventuality. Would it be a 
catastrophe? I had no experience with the American babies. 
What were the responsibilities of a babysitter? I had some 
excuses such as I am black (I should have said brown) 
and I had a beard. Perhaps children and their parents 
wouldn't want a bearded babysitter. The hippies had 
just spoiled the image of a bearded person. We bearded 
people were looked down by decent gentlemen as hippies 
or persons who did not care to shave or even bathe 
occasional ly. 

All my excuses were over-ruled. My last excuse 
was that I did not have any conveyance to go and return 
from babysitting homes. The lady promised to send 
her husband to pick me up and put me back in the hostel. 
Eventually I became a babysitter. First I went to the 
home of a person called Hill; then Mrs. Augustine, Peter 
Johnston and Brock & Anne Brower. The four children 
they had then (now they have five) liked me. I went 
again and again, almost every week, to their home. 

When I was leaving Princeton in response to an 
urgent telegram from Bagdad in September 1968, I 
»elephoned to the Brower family to tell that I was quitting 
America for good. I was going to be made a Bishop in 
Bagdad and to return to my home in Trichur, in South 
India. The Browers and children came to the Seminary 
to bid me good bye. One of the girls asked, "Will you 
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for us after you became a bishop? "With hesitation I 
lied, "Yes I would sit for you, if my Church would 
mit." I never saw these children again. When I made 
first re-visit to the U. S. A. in 1977 about eight and 

alf years after becoming a bishop, I searched for them 
Drinceton. Looking through the telephone directory I 
5W that the Browers had left Princeton. There was no 
y to trace them except going through the telephone 
ectories of all cities in the U. S. A. 

The Johnstons I used to babysit for gave me a hint 
it the Browers had moved to Washington D. C. Two 
ars ago through my sister Leela and Dr. Jonathan Sanford 
raced their address in Washington. My sister could not 
ntact the Browers, but one of the girls, Margaret, who 
swered the phone told my sister that they had not 
gotten their "pyjama babysitter" even after 22 years. 
ie said that her elder sister Elizabeth Brower was trying 

be an actress in Hollywood. I think she knows by 
>w that it is not easy to make it. There is no short cut 
success. Steffi Graf and Andre Agassi would know 

)w much hard work they had to put in before they made 
to the Wimbledon Championship this year. Acting also is 
>t an easy joke. To some extent we are all actors. Some 
e successful and many are not. 

This time l telephoned from the Sanford home to the 
owers in the two numbers listed in the directory. I 
alised that the listed numbers were out of service, 
nally calling the telephone directory enquiry I got the 
jrrent correct telephone number. 

When 1 rang up the Browers and said, "Bishop Mar 
prem speaking," I realised that Ann Brower did not 
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know who I was. Then I remembered that I w 
Rev. George Mooken when I last saw them. That was 

September 1968 just before I was named Mar Aprem 
the time of my consecration as Bishop, in Bagdad, on ; 
September 1968. So I told her that it was the babysitt 
from India speaking, I guess that they never had at 
other Indian as a babysitter. 

Brock Brower picked me up the next day from th 
Sanfords home and on the way we talked about what ha 
happened to me during the past 24 years. When 

reached home it was very quiet. No noisy childrer 
All had graduated and left. Just the parents and th 
babysitter. They showed me the photos of their fiv 
children. The fifth had graduated from Princeton. Actuall 
I hoped that at least one would be in the home. Perhap 
in my future trips, I might be able to see or telephone t 
some of them. 

One of the girls was a co-producer of a TV programm 
called Hardcopy. \ wished I saw that programme on TV 
Alas, I had no time to watch TV, with such a thig 

programme. When I heard that another girl Elizabet 
(Not Elizabeth Taylor) was trying to be an actress i 
Hollywood, \ thought of seeing her. A joke I had writte 
about a Hollywood actress splashed before my mind. 

A bishop went to visit a Hollywood actress. Th 
secretary of the actress was told that he was the bishoj 

who married her ten years ago. The much-married actres 
told her secretary. "It is true that I have married seven o 
eight times. But I do not remember a bishop among nv 

ex-husbands/' Actually what the bishop claimed wai 
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at he was the prelate who conducted her marriage 

a years ago. The English language is so funny that 

metimes it causes embarrassment. 

The word'embarrassed'has to be used carefully in 

aanish and some other language" says my friend. When 

> said in a Latin American country that he was embarr- 
'sed, the women laughed because it meant in their 

nguage that he was pregnant. The pronunciation o 
e word 'pregnant' was not much different from that o 
nbarrassed. This sudden realisation made hisembarrase- 

ent greater, 

utobiography 

Being a writer I expected Brock Brower to comment 

n my books. He was busy; yet he suggested that I 
hould do more and write an autobiography. The two 

ooks I wrote Strange But True and Not So Strange are 
ot autobiographies. They are memoirs. I should now 
sflect upon my memoirs and then write an autobiography. 

The Story of Your Life : Writing a Spiritual Auto¬ 

biography by Dan Wakefield was presented to me by 

Srock Brower to be read and to be inspired to write a 
ipiritual autobiography. The quotation from James 

Carroll in his book The Communion of Sinners is printed 

n the page facing the first page of Dan Wakefield. 

"The very act of storytelling, of arranging memory 
and invention according to the structure of 

the narrative, is by definition holy.We 
tell stories because we can't help it. We tell 
stories because we love to entertain and hope to 
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edify. We tell stories because they fill the silen 

death imposes. We tell stories because they sa 
us/' 

In the first chapter itself the author answers tl 
question "What is Spiritual autobiography?" D< 
Wakefield does it by saying that one could write c 

"economic autobiography", a "physical autobiography 
or some such stuff. It can spring out of th 
professional, psychological and the educational experienc 
of the writer. He claims : 

"Stories springing from any of those subjecl 

might form a part of what I call a person's "spiritue 
autobiography." The physical problem of obesit 
led a friend of mine to Overeaters Anonymous 
where she not only changed the shape of her bod' 
(losing more than forty pounds), but also of he 

interior life, when she followed the OA advice t( 
pray every morning and night, preferably on he 
knees. As a church member she had prayed before 
but never on her knees, and that practice, she felt 

gave new strength not only to her will but to hei 
faith." 

I read the book through. Yet I do not know whethei 
I will attempt to write a spiritual autobiography on the 
model of Dan Wakefield. The experiences of people 
differ. The following quotation gives us a hint how 
rebellious to God Dan Wakefield was at the age o- 
eleven years. He reminiscences: 

"The hymn played at my baptism when I was 

eleven years old was, ironically (and probably 
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appropriately), the one I most disliked. The words 

began "Have thine own way, Lord/Have thine own 

way/Thou art the potter, I am the clay." It went 

on to ask God to "mould me and make me" 

however he wanted. This angered and frightened 
me. I wanted to have my own way. I simply 

wanted God to help me get it. With this conflict 
brewing (me vs. God!) I "entered the fury of 
adolescence," as I put it in describing that era of 
my life in my book Returning." 

The classes Dan Wakfield conducted produced good 
results. People began to be more open as a result of 

being exposed to others and their thinking, some times 
totally opposed to ours. 

"An atheist who took the course began by being 
very challenging to the believers in the group, and 
although he didn't change his humanism, he became 

much more open to the believers, accepting the 
validity of their beliefs." 

Brock Brower asked me whether l was on N. P. R. 
this time. I have been on AIR, i. e.. All India Radio, but 

I could not guess what he meant by NPR. He explained 

that NPR stands for National Public Radio, or something 

like that. He offered to talk to somebody who could 
arrange for me an interview on NPR during my next visit to 
Washington D. C. 

Twice I had been on the air during my 1977 visit, 
first in San Francisco and next in Boston. The Boston 

one was arranged by Streeter Stuart who was a newscaster 

in that radio station. As a matter of fact he wanted me 
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to be on the same radio during my second visit to him in 

1988. But I did not have time for it in my 24-hour visit. 

Godspe// is a musical record which Brock Brower 
thought I could listen to with real appreciation. I confessed 
that I did not devote much time to radio, record, T. V. 
and such entertainments and information. Yet that night 
Dr. Jonathan Sanford copied on an audio cassette the 
GODSPELL from a disc. It is interesting listening to it. 

The music and new lyrics were set by Stephen 

Schwartz. It is copyrighted by Volando Music Inc and 

New Candenza Music Corp. in 1970. We copied it from 
Bell Records (No. 1102), not for sale, but for my own 
hearing. I know copyrights rules are so strict, and I 
would burn my fingers, if I copied a record for commercial 

purposes, in violation of the copyright of its original 
producers. To the information of the readers of my book 
I copy below the first four lines. 

"PREPARE YE THE WAY OF THE LORD'' 
Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord 
Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord 
Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord 
Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord." 

The third song is edifying. It is a familiar prayer 
which many of us have recited. Yet it comes afresh as I 
listen to this musical. 

"DAY BY DAY" 
Day by Day day by day 
Oh, dear Lord, three things I pray 
To see Thee more clearly 
Love Thee more dearly 
Follow Thee more nearly 
Day by day." 
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I was under the impression that this record 
recommended to me could be a comical and musical 
one, because of my reputation as a joker interested in music 

too. No, it is a serious one. It is challenging. It is 

edifying. It is a form of worship. In the song entitled 
Light of the World I heard : 

"You are the light of the world 

You are the light of the world 

But if that light's under a bushel 

It's lost something kind of crucial 

You gotta stay bright to be the light of the world 

You are the salt of the earth 

You are the salt of the earth 

But if that salt has lost its flavour 

It ain't got much in its favor 

You can't have that fault and be the salt of the 

earth" 

All Good Gifts is another song that attracted my 
attention and fired my imagination. Sometimes how 

ungrateful to God we are ! Let us listen to it. 

"We plow the fields and scatter 

The good seed on the land 

But it is fed and watered 

By God's almighty hand 

He sends the snow in winter 

The warmth to swell the grain 

The breezes and the sunshine 

And soft refreshing rain 
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Ail good gifts around us 

Are sent from heaven above 

Then thank the Lord 

0, thank the Lord 

For all his love." 

My host copied the cassette of the Russian songs his 
father, a retired Methodist Minister, had recorded in 
Moscow in 1988. As we were in a recording session that 
night Jonathan Sanford was willing to copy more music 
for me. And I had 50 blank audio cassettes my brother 
Addison and sister Lee! a had bought for me in Chicago 
that week. 

Dr. Sanford's recording machine did not have the 
one-minute fast recording device which many machines 
have. Otherwise instead of copying just one cassette 
during the one hour, we could have used up all my fifty 
cassettes in sixty minutes, fifty minutes for actual record¬ 
ing and ten minutes may be for changing the tapes. We 
are in a world of speed. I am glad that we did not have 
such a button in that machine. Otherwise, I would have 

regretted my inability to listen to my 50 cassettes. As a 

matter of fact I haven't yet got time to listen to even the 
two tapes which are recorded. 

The two little ones Alice and Jane, the friends of 
gerbils, began to call me to play with them some games 
like chess. I told them that I did not know that game. 

"We will teach you" chorused the girls. As I was busy 
making the last minute telephone calls to New York, in 
addition to talking to the parents, I could not oblige 
them. I did not stay up late, as I had to pack and leave 
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early next morning. I wished that my travel agents had 
booked a later flight instead of a 6.55 a. m. flight to 
New York. 

On Thursday 28th May I jumped into a taxi to go to 
the anpcrt to fly to New York. On the previous evening 

my hosts had checked with the American Airlines to find 

out whether I could fly from the same airport in which | 

had landed on Monday. It was right in the city. The 
person at the Airlines office began to ask about the Fare 

Basis of my Visit USA ticket. Then I knew that it was 

going to cause some confusion, because at California i 
had these questions. They found out that the code 

number quoted in my ticket for the Fare Basis is unknown 
to the American Airlines. Therefore I decided to fly from 

the airport where it was originally booked. It was the 
Dulles International Airport. 

After I got into the taxi, the driver asked me "Where 
to?" Casually I replied 'airport/ He queried- "Which 

airport?" Then I began to 'wake up' from my sleep. It 
was about 5.15 a. m. I explained, "Not the nearest one 
but to the distant one." The airport which is about 45 

minutes distance from here and which costs about $38. 
I did not expect this enquiry from the driver. I should 
have thought that my hosts who booked the taxi the 

previous night had given the necessary directions. 
Without further questions he got me to the airport five 

minutes before 6 a. m. and announced that it cost about 

135. I paid him $40, which my hosts had given me to 
3ay for the taxi. 

When my ticket was presented for obtaining the 
hoarding pass, the lady at the counter looked to her 
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computer twice and said that I was not booked from this 
airport. I asked, ' Which is this airport?" She replied 
''Baltimore." 1 had no idea where Baltimore was. Yet I 
could feel that I was standing in a wrong airport. I felt 

helpless to argue or even to plead with her to help me. 
Realising my predicament she said that she would look 
into the possibility of getting me a seat in the flight that 
was going from Baltimore to New York within half an 
hour. 

Half an hour later I was seated in one of the empty 
seats in a small aircraft of American Eagle with about 20 
passengers. To know how far wrong I was, I decided to 
enquire where Baltimore was. As I was penning these 

words, the SPAN magazine of July 1992 was on my table. 
The first article is Inside the Baltimore SUN. It begins. 

"Baltimore, Maryland, lies a half-hour's train ride 
north of Washington, D. C. It is a leading seaport 
and commercial center and is Maryland's largest 
city, with a population of 736,000; another 1.5 
million live in its suburbs. Baltimore's major daily 
newspaper is the Sun. It has been a part of the 
focal scene since 1837 when it first appeared as a 

penny tabloid featuring local news; police reports; 
stories of ghosts, murders, and monstrosities— 
anything to shock and titillate the reader" 

{ do not know how far from this place the Dulles 
International airport where I was headed to was situated. 
Just $38 from this airport? Or, is it 38 + 38 = $76 if it 

was in the opposite direction from the Capitol Hill where 
l had stayed? 



CHAPTER 5 

Re-union at Union 

The Union Theological Seminary in New York city is 
veil known in theological circles. It is the largest 

Yotestant Seminary in the world. As the name 'Union' 
ndicates it does not belong to any particular denomination, 

t is a union of many denominations. Mainly it is a 

iberal institution. Nevertheless, some conservatives 
ilso may be found among the student body. 

Some come with the conviction that 'Union' cannot 
hake their faith and traditional thinking. Others have 

hosen Union hoping that their own liberal way of 
hinking will be matured during their studies there. Some 

tudents choose this seminary because they have the 
reedom to think and act independently. The Seminary 

atalogue has guaranteed that the students will not be 
liscriminated on the basis of "race, color, sex, sexual 

•rientation, religious affiliation, national or ethnic origin 
>r physical disability." I do not think foreign students 

ike me understand all the ramifications of the word 

'sexual orientation." I guess it was a modest way of 
aying lesbian and gay. 

I have heard the story of a foreign student who had 
o fill some application form where the column 'Sex' was 

Minted. He was expected to write Male or Female. 
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He did not understand what he was expected to write. 

So he wrote "sometimes." 

Union Theological Seminary was founded in 1836 
and incorporated in 1839 under a charter granted by the 
Legislature of the State of New York. It is not an 
inter-denominational Seminary. It is non-deminational. 

In addition to its own degrees including Doctorate, Union 
has M.A. and Ph. D. programmes with the Columbia 
University which is on the 116th street while Union is on 

120th-122nd street right on the Broadway. 

Union Seminary has the largest library in the Western 

hemisphere with 7,00,000 carefully selected volumes. 

"Which is the largest in the world?" some of us asked the 
Reference librarian who was showing us around the richly 
furnished new facilities of the library. He said, '1 know 

it is the biggest theological library in the western hemi¬ 
sphere. It could be the biggest in the world. But we do 
not know/' I guess he had in mind the Vatican library 

which could have an enormous collection of theological 
works. 

Many theological giants such as Reinhold Niebuhr 
and Paul Tillich taught at this Seminary. Henry Sloan 
Coffin was the President of this Seminary during 1926-45. 
It was during his time Dietrich Bonhoeffer studied in this 
Seminary. 

When Henry Sloan Coffin was the President of the 
Seminary an interesting incident took place which I have 
mentioned in my book Bishop's Jokes. This story was 
told by Henry Sloan Coffin Jr. when he spoke to us in 
Union during my student days. One pious lady who was 
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ipportingthe Union Theological Seminary financially 

as annoyed to hear about the innovative thinking m the 

eminary. She could not tolerate such * '«beral and 

idical teaching in a theological Seminary. She took t 
ilephone, dialling the number of the Union Theological 
eminary, she asked angrily, "Is this the Union Theo- 

jgical Cemetery?” - The reply from the other end was 

lear and simple. "Yes Ma'm, Coffin speaking.” 

After my return to India I read in the catalogue (p.77) 

ibout the manuscript collections in the Burke Library, 

'The collection of Syriac manuscripts is one of the largest 
n this hemisphere.” Being a student of Syriac (Aramaic) 

anguage I made up my mind to spend some time with 
Syriac manuscripts during my next visit, because I oo no 

think anybody else is making use of these books. 

My visit to the Seminary on 29 & 30 May was to 

celebrate the silver Jubilee of my receiving S.T.M. degree 

in May 1967 after studying for one academic year in tha 
institution. In 1966 when I went to join that institution, 
I was listed under Miss Fellow. I protested that I was 
not a Miss. Then somebody explained to me that Miss 

Fellow meant Missionary Fellow. Some students like me 
coming from a missionary country (the word Third world 
was not used at that time) were offered missionary 

fellowships. 

During the two days of re-union I understood that a 

lot of changes had taken place during the quarter of a 
century. Even the students living in America could not 

understand when a professor Delores Williams began to 

talk about womanist theology. "What is that word? 

asked a student who had graduated 59 years ago. 
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The golden Jubilee class too was with us TF 
were students at Union (1939-42) when most of us in i 

Silver Jubilee batch were born. I was born in 1940 a 
some others in the 1967 class were born in 1941, and < 

Some of these old men and women had retired from act 
service, as they had passed 75 years of age. 

It is after we had graduated that words like Bit 
eo ogy arid Feminist Theology became popular. T 

word -liberation theology" came from Latin America 
guess. Now a most modern word "Womanist Theoloqi 

has emerged Prof. Delores Williams explained that Femini 
theology spoke for white women. Black theoloc 

championed the cause of the black man. Thus both ti 

ack theology and the Feminist theology ignored tf 

black woman. Thus "womanist Theology" is to focus c 
the black woman. 

"Hagar, the surrogate mother" is the title of the nev 
book this Professor, who is a black woman, wrote. Shi 

thinks that her book is going to raise some seriou 

questions. Hagar is the maid of Abraham who bore < 
son or him, as Sarah his wife was a barren woman. Th< 
Bible says after a son was born Sarah became jealou- 
of Hagar and sent away Hagar and her son. Professo 
Wdliams claims that Hagar being an Egyptian woman 

a black woman, a servant who became the first surroqatt 
mother is a prototype. I do not know whether Hagar was 
a black servant or a brown servant. The fact that she 

came from Egypt is mentioned in the Bible. Genesis 16-1 
I guess this book, about to be published, will create 

some controversy. Theologians have fun only if their 
new theories evoke criticism 
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During the 25 years the theological thinking in Protestant 

Churches has changed radically and quickly. At Union 

Seminary, the Seminary Pastor is a woman. This was 

never the case during my student days. Actually the 

Orthodox and the other Eastern Churches would find 

some of these changes as obstacles for unity. 

Patriarch Alexy II of Moscow and All Russia visited 
the USA last November when the Patriarch was awarded 

an honorary doctorate at the General Theological Seminary. 
New York (a Seminary of the episcopal Church). Patriarch 

Alexy affirmed that "innovations" such as women's 
ordination and "radical liberation" on certain ethical 
issues had brought "a tragedy in our relation." By 

radical liberations the patriarch was alluding to the 

ordination of lesbian women and gay clergy. 

My eastern and Orthodox thinking, having been born 
and brought up in this traditional church, also find it 

difficult to encourage women's ordination, not to mention 

lesbian clergy. 

Of the panel of four current students meeting us 

Jubilarians, one was sitting at the left end. The person 

seated on the extreme right was a man and the two 
students in the middle were girls. Sol guessed the person 

on the left must be a man to keep the panel fifty fifty. 

But in the modern liberal society you don't expect 
any such neat equations. Therefore I had a second look 
at the student seated at the extreme left. This student's 
hair was cut like a gentleman. I tried to judge from the 
voice when the student spoke. Still I thought that it was 

a man. Then l began to have suspicion. The student 
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claimed to be a Roman Catholic woman and since t 

Union Tneological Seminary gave freedom to women a 
to the lesbians she chose this Seminary. In the prospect 
it was printed that there would not be any discriminate 

on the basis of your sexuality, whether the student is horn 

sexual or hetro-sexual. Then only my doubt was cleare 
I he student was a woman and not a man. 

The day I reached back India I saw the May 1992 jsst 
of the SPAN magazine published by the United State 
Information Service in New Delhi. The cover photo is c 
Barbara Harris, an assistant bishop in the Episcopal Churc 

in Boston. Since she was attired in full episcopal regali 
with mitre and crozier, I could not guess whether th 
bishop was a man or a woman. This issue of SPAN ha 
a special section entitled American Women Today. 

The special women listed in this articles 
0) Elizabeth Watson, Police Chief in Houston, Texa 
(2) Maiga Schott, Baseball Team owner, (3) Mathilc 
Knm, Aids Activist in New York, (4) Bishop Barba, 

p,a/r's' (;?) Jane Ira Bloom, sexaphonist, (6) Martf 
Clarke, Choreographer, (7) Wilma Mankiller, America 
Indian Chief of the Cherokee tribe in Oklahoma, an 
(8) Josie Natori, Fashion Tycoon. 

Bishop Barbara Harris is not only a woman, she is 
black and a divorcee. Moreover, she does not have 

college education. She must be congratulated to have 
won election to the post of the assistant bisUp by the 
Ciergy of the diocese where the majority are males. She 

was a top public-relations executive at Sun Oil when she 
feit tne challenge to become the champion of the 

oppressed in the Church. She said. “I would bring a 
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sensitivity to the needs of different kinds of people, 
including minorities, women, the incarcerated, the poor, 

and other marginalized groups.*' 

On 1 August 1988 the Lambeth Conference, the 

highest body of the world-wide Anglican communion, 
meeting in Kent, England, voted in favour of lady bishops 

for the Anglican Church. I was present at the Conference 

as a guest. When more than 500 Anglican bishops voted 

on this crucial question about 400 bishops wives watched 
while some women silently demonstrated near the hall 
where we were seated. The women demonstrators had 

placards with slogans demanding justice and equal 
opportunities for women in the Church. Nearly four 

years after that Lambeth Conference, England still 
does not have lady bishops. America acted quickly after 
the vote at Lambeth. Although England had a lady 
monarch and a lady Prime Minister the Church members 

are more conservatives than their counter parts in 
America. It is difficult to predict whether there will be 

lady bishops from England at the next Lambeth Conference 
which will be in 1998, as this conference of the bishops 

of the Anglicans around the world meets only once in ten 
years. Will they arrange separate programmes for the 
bishops' husbands as they did for the bishop's wives in 

the last Lambeth Conference? Bishops' husbands will be 

a few, if separate programmes are arranged for them. 

Union has courses different from the conventional 
courses on the Bible, Church History, Preaching, Pastoralia 
and Religions. In the department of Church and Society 
there is a course called "Issues in the future of the 
Church" (No. CS 327). The course has a credit of two 
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points and is taught by the Rev. Victoria L. Erickson 1 
year. The description of this course as found in 199, 
catalogue (p. 141) is informative to the readers of t 
book to get a peep into the nature of doing theolc 

today. 

This course will immerse the class in a vital a 
struggling urban mainline parish. Co-conven 
with denominational leaders, the course w 

address the future of denominational churches, a 
particularly the case church. We will explore t 
social, economic, and political forces pulling 

formal, institutional church life. The course w 
suggest potential models for the preservation a 

transformation of worshipping communities. 
Pre-registration conference with the professor 
necessary to receive enrolment permission and t 

required reading list. 

The people at Union are concerned not only abo 
the structure and shape of the church. They are genuine 
concerned about the people. The Church and Socie 
Course No. 368 taught by the same teacher is entitl 
'Sociology of Aging' and it has a credit of three poin 
The catalogue explains the thrust of this course. 

"Aging end the aging process will be explor 

from a practical perspective which introduces t 
student to the sociological realities as well as 
institutional responses to needs of the elderly. T 
untapped ministry potential of retired persons v\ 

be explored." 
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Course No. 361 is New York City exposure : Housing 
and homelessness. This explores the possibilities of 

"further development of low-income housing for the 

homeless." 

The course CS 302 is typical of the Union Seminary. 

It may not be unique, because some other seminaries also 
must be vying with one another to be 'one-up', daring to 

utter the things others would hate to say. ''Feminist 
social theory: Implications for practical theology" is also 
taught by Victoria L- Erickson and carries three points. 

The course description is as follows ; 

'•This course will engage feminist, Womanist, and 
mujerista social theory as well as the classical 

social theories of Marx, Weber and Durkheim from 
which feminist theory draws some of its resources. 
Ways to weave together feminist social theory, the 
classical critique of religion, and theology will be 
suggested with the aim of addressing the needs of 
women acting out their Christian faith in a post- 

Protestant culture." 

A second Anglican (US Episcopal Church) woman 

bishop was elected in June 1992, nearly four years after 
Barbara Harris had been elected as the first woman bishop 

of that denomination in the USA. The newly elected 

bishop is Jane Holmes Dixon aged 54. She was elected 

from among three women and three men who contested 
for this coveted post. She was serving as the rector of 

St. Philips parish in Laurel, Maryland. According to the 
new bishop, ''For women, this election is much more than 

Jane Dixon. It's a confirmation that we are created in 

the image of God, male and female, and a major statement 
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of a basic Christian principle to empower both men anc 
women/' 

My guess is that America will have a third womar 
bishop before England or India has their first womar 
bishop. 

The election of a woman to be a bishop in Germany 
in April 92 in the Lutheran Church has created a hue and 

cry from many corners in Germany and abroad. But 
Lutherans in general are in favour of more pastors and 
bishops from among the women. Many ecumenical 
leaders in Germany and outside lauded the election of 
47-year-old Maria Jepsen as the bishop of Hamburg. 
Some evangelicals consider the concept of a woman 
bishop unbiblical. The synod of North Elbian Evangelical 
Lutheran Church which elected Maria Jepson to succeed 
Bishop Peter Krusche as the Bishop of Hamburg in July 
92 does not think that their decision is against the Bible. 
Bishop elect Maria Jepsen describes herself as 
"moderately feminist." 

The general secretary of the German Evangelical 
Alliance, Hartmut Steeb of Stuttgart does not think that 
the election of a woman as a bishop could shake the 
evangelical community of about 1.3 million in Germany. 
What caused alarm, according to him, was that 'an 
adherent of an unbiblical feminist theology' had become a 
church leader. 

On August 30, 1992 Maria Jepsen was installed as 
the first woman bishop in the Lutheran Church. 4,000 
people attended the installation ceremony in Hamburg, 

conducted by Landesbischof Gerhard Muller, head of the 
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United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Germany 
(V E L K D). About 20 bishops from all over the world 

were the guests. Bishop Jepson has under her the past¬ 
oral care of 340 pastors and 209 congregations and nearly 

9,40,000 Church members. About one million for a 
bishop is a large figure compared to India, where no 
bishop or Archbishop of any denomination has more than 

half a million members. 

The feminist movement in America is taking some 

extreme actions. On 22 July 1992 the Indian Express 

carried a news from Xinhua under the caption 'Topless 
protests sweep Canada. It says that a wave of 'topless' 
rallies and marches swept across Canada over the weekend, 
i. e. 18 & 19 July, in protest against punishing women 

who wish to bare their breasts. The report says : 

"Organisers say that they are not advocating that 
women should bare their breasts in public places. 
However, when men can bare their chests without 

legal punishment and women cannot, such an 
indecent law which discriminates against women 

must be changed, they demand." 

Last July Miss Deny Gwen Jacob, a 20-year-old 
university student, pulled off her shirt while walking in 

the scorching sun in Guelph. The court fined her 75 

Canadian dollars for the indecent act. This prompted the 

topless protests. The feminists don't think that her 

action is indecent, it is the discriminating law that is 

indecent. 

When I read the above news I began to wonder 
whether the mothers would refuse to breastfeed their 
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babies, as long as men did not perform a similar function. 
No discrimination ! 

Actually I have a fanciful idea to help the population 
control enthusiasts. Try to sell the idea to the feminists 
that they will not deliver babies as long as men do not 

perform such a function. Can it not be a form of protest 

against male domination? If a large number of women 
can be talked into such an idea, there will be considerably 
less blast in the present alarming population explosion. 

The general Secretary of the National Council of 
Churches in the USA is a woman, Joan B. Campbell. In 
India the National Council of Churches never had a 
woman as a general Secretary. However, the Chairman's 
post was eminently occupied by the late Mrs. Daisy Gopal 
Ratnam during 1976—1983. The secretary for women* 

of the National Council of Churches in India till 1991 
Mrs. Aruna Gnanadason was appointed to man the 
woman's desk in the World Council of Churches in 
Geneva. 

Presidential Campaign 

During the a!umni/ae reunion we had class discussions 
in the first evening. In addition to the silver Jubilee 
batch (class of 1967) there was the golden Jubilee batch 
(class of 1942). I hen there was a 40th anniversary batch 
(class of 1952). 

I guess 40th anniversary batch was invited to have 
enough people to attend these Jubilee reunions, because 
the golden jubilee batch being too old may not like to 
travel to New York in their retirement. The silver Jubilee 
batch, still in active service may not have free time to 
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get out of their church duties (some are still in the service 
of the church, while many have gone for secular jobs) on 

Sundays, The members of the 40th year batch, in the 

age group 65—66, having graduated at the age of 25 or 
26, forty years ago, though retired can be healthy. 

All these three groups met separately. Our group 
jumped into the topic of the Presidential election. We 

boasted that we had enough insight into the political 

thinking of the nation, as we were fortunate to study 

during 1964—67 the turbulent period of campus unrest 
and Vietnam issue. I chose to keep quiet, as I did not 
know enough about Governor Clinton or billionaire Ross 
Perot. 

About President Bush I had heard quite a lot. He is 
respected as the hero of the Desert Storm, who humiliated 
Saddam Hussein of Iraq. I told some of my friends that 
I was made bishop in Bagdad two months after the present 

ruling party (Bath) came to power in Iraq way back in 

July 1968. From the conservatives in the group I got the 
impression that they would welcome a change in the 
white House. 

At that stage they did not know much about Ross 
Perot. As he had not announced his candidature to the 
Presidency of the United States, the newspaper sleuths 
had not publicised how he amassed this exorbitant amount 
of wealth in such a short time: But once his candidature 
is announced, the public is likely to know not only the 
secret of his financial success but also the names of his 
girl friends during his kindergarten days! 

Looking at the way publicity goes in America, I have 
a mischievous suggestion: If any one wants to trace the 
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lost addresses of one's old friends, male or female, he ca 
announce his intention to contest a political election. A 

once the enemies will do the job free of charge. 

Ross Perot, the billionaire, began his bid for th« 

Presidency of the United States of America in a nev 
style that may one day become the style for all futuri 
Presidential compaigns. The rally-by-satellite saves timt 
for travel to reach voters. His method of substituting 
travel by television is something new to the American 
who are used to find their President or Presidentia 

candidate coming around once in four years shakinc 

hands with voters and kissing their babies. 

Although Perot had not announced his candidature 
officially many voters were in favour of him, ignorinc 
President Bush and Governor Clinton. After a lone 
period of 16 years, of Republican Presidents the countr\ 

could vote for a Damocratic President. Since the Demo¬ 
crats command a majority in the House of Representatives 

it would be better to have a President who is a Democrat 
Also some Americans think Bush or Clinton can win i 
one gets Perot as his running mate. But Perot has his eyes 
fixed on the white House and not on Vice Presidency. 

During my stay in California, another factor tha 
created news was Vice President Guayle's condemnatior 
of '"Murphy Brown'". The Vice President spoke for family 

values, condemning the single-parent idea. He uphelc 
moral values and condemned '"Murphy Brown" for beinc 
a bad example. Murphy Brown is the heroine of a tele 
vision situation comedy series, played by actress Candic( 

Bergen. 
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Many Americans questioned the wisdom of the Vic 

President, who has often been a butt for Jokes about hi 
low IQ and immaturity to hold a high office. Ross Perc 

called Quayle's choice of the subject goofy. Man 

Americans asked why on earth he should have brougf 

the ''Murphy Brown" controversy, when there are seriou 
social issues such as unemployment, inner-city poverty 

economic recession, racial riots and such others whic 

make America not the great country the founding fathei 
wanted it to be. 

When a section of the public and news papers attacke 
Quayle for his queer crusade for saner attitude towarc 
sex, Quayle did not recant. He countered the medi 
reaction referring to them as a "cultural elite" destroyin 

traditional values in sex and middle class morality* Th 
mainstream public opinion in mid America is social 

conservative, unlike New York and the cultural elite. 

Quayle's conviction for high moral standards f< 
Americans was clear when he unequivocally stated "1 
appeal to our country's enduring basic moral values is 1 

invite the scorn and laughter of the elite derision : I we 
their scorn as a badge of honour." An audience c 

Baptists gave him a standing ovation for standing firi 
for a stricter code of morality. 

He was strong in his attack of his elite adversarie 
"Talk about right and wrong, and they'll try to mock i 
in news rooms, sit cum studios and faculty lounges acroi 
America. But in the heart of America, in the homes ar 
the work-places and the Churches, the message is heard 

The intention of the Vice President is clear. H 
stand for sexual morality stems out of a need for the vot< 

* 13 
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of the conservative Re-publicans and many men and 
women of religion who are sorry for the unwed mothers 
and the ever increasing number of bastards in the 
American society. Some Jeremiah should cry for these 
illegitimate children. Some John the Baptist should warn 
against the moral degeneration that sets in the American 
society legitimising the illegitimates. In a country where 
more than a million teenage girls become pregnant each 
year, it is high time somebody plays a prophetic role, 
gaining courage to condemn the fashions and trends 
that beset society. It is described as an election stunt 
for the Vice President to woo the voters in this election 
year. 

After my return from America, while staying in 
Hyderabad on 16 July 1992, I watched on STAR-TV a 
programme of B. B. C., the live-broadcast of the Demo¬ 
cratic party convention that nominated Governor Bi^ 
Ciinton to be the official candidate of the Democratic 
Party, in the US Presidential election to be held in 
November 1992. 

The powerful words of the well-delivered speech of 
Governor Coumo of New York nominating Governor 
Clinton, persuaded many around the world to believe that 
the Democratic party would wrest the US Presidency from 
the Republicans after 12 years. The Governor of New York 
appeared to be prophetic and convincing when he said, 
'President Bush, you had your parade.", referring to the 

victory parade in 1991 when the war heroes returned after 
defeating Saddam Hussein. Now it is time for "President 
Clinton" to have a parade solving the many domestic 
problems faced by the citizens of the United States of 
America. 
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The enthusiastic welcome which Governor Clinton of 

Arkansas got in the Democratic convention made Ross 
Perot announce immediately his intention not to contest 

the election to the US Presidency scheduled for November 

1992. The observers remark that the withdrawal of Ross 
Perot from the fray will strengthen the chances of Bill 
Clinton to become the next President of the United States. 

From his outward appearance, Clinton reminds me of the 
two young former Presidents of the United States, John 

Kennedy and Jimmy Carter. 

A. P. Venkateswaran, India's former Foreign Secretary, 
writes in his column WORLDWATCH on the topic 
'American voters disillusioned with Bush, ' in the Week 
dt August 30, 1992. 

"The Republican convention held at the Astrodome 
Houston, Texas, did its best tc inject life into the 

sagging election campaign of President George 
Bush and running mate Vice-President Dan Quayle. 
Despite the expected razzle-dazzle, something was 

definitely missing. And the many well-prepared 
speeches and self congratulatory statements about 
the "natural superiority''of the Republican party 

and the leadership that it has given the United 
States over the past 12 years could not hide the 
dismal state of the country's economy and the 

general uneasiness prevailing among the populace." 

On Sunday night October 11, 1992 1 stayed in a 

hotel in Kottayam where, when I got up early morning, 
I switched on the television and saw a live broadcast of 

the three presidential candidates debating. It must be 
still Sunday evening in the USA. Watching from such a 
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distance, almost the other side of the globe, about 

half a day's difference (California is 12£ hours behind us, 
while New York was only 9J hours behind), I could guess 

that Ross Perot's place in the ballot was decided : Not 

in the White House, but 3rd place in the race. Whether 
Bush could continue to reside in the White House is not 
yet sure in October, but would be known to the readers 

before this book would reach them in November 1992. 

Although in the Presidential debates on Sunday 11th 
October, Clinton showed edge over his two rivals, the 

second debate on Thursday 15th October confirmed 
Clinton's clear lead over Bush and Perot. The Press, 

Trust of India's report in Indian Express dated October 17, 

1992,p.1 5 is indicative of the desire of some people in 

India that the American voters in November would be 
ready for a Democratic President. 

Mr. Bush, trailing Mr. Clinton in opinion polls, 

failed to land the crushing blows needed to 

resuscitate his campaign. 

The US President began by expressing his resent¬ 
ment about Mr. Clinton describing him as another 
Joe McCarthy, the communist-baiting Senator 

who had no respect for facts, and warned the 
nation that if Mr. Clinton was elected, "the White 
House will become a waffle house/' 

He also brought up the issue of Mr. Clinton 
organising anti-Vietnam war demonstrations. 

Mr. Clinton silenced him by reminding him of 

Thursday's Washington Post editorial, saying that 

no one was more of a political chameleon than 

Mr. Bush/' 
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Soon after the third and the last debate, held at 
ligan State University on Monday Oct. 19th, President 
i could not improve his chances. The Indian Express 

d October 21 reports the news of this debate under 
heading "Yet another dismal show by Bush.'' We 

in p. 14. 

Mr. Bush hit Mr. Clinton on taxes, saying, "Mr. and 
Mrs. America, when you hear Mr. Clinton say "we 

are going to tax only the rich'', watch wallet, 

because his figures don't add up. 

"He's going to sock it right to the middle-class 
taxpayer.'* Mr. Bush said of Mr. Clinton. 

On November 3, 1992 Americans elected Governor 
iton ending the 12-year-old Republican rule. Although 

sident Bush had hoped that he could stay in the White 
jse for 8 years like his predecessor Ronald Reagan, 
pre occupation in the international affairs to the 

llect of home front, shattered his chance. 

Bill Clinton, 46, will be the third youngest President 
the United States. The first two are Theodore 

Dsevelt (1901) and John Kennedy (1961); both were 
y 42 when they entered the Presidential office. The 

vly elected Vice president Senator Al Gore is only 44. 

Iraqis celebrated Bush defeat. In Bagdad shop¬ 

per Ahmed Shamchi said "The word of Mr. Bush's 
eat will come from God. ' The Government-run 

A/spaper Al Jumhuriya wrote Mr. Bush "is on his way 

the dustbin of history, cursed by Iraqi children. 

lose milk and dreams he burnt." 
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Indians are curious to know what this landslide 
for Clinton would mean. Some Indians living in An- 

had oome out to support Clinton. Indian Express < 
November 5, 1992, page 9 comments as follows: 

NEW DELHI - Diplomatic analysts here se< 
major change in the United States policy on 
under the new President Bill Clinton. 

Union Alumni 

It was interesting to be in the company of the C 
of 1967. Most of them were students who did B. [ 
Union during 1964-67. But I did only S. T. M. in U 
(1967-68). Only one of the lady B. D. stud 

recognized me. 'Are you not the Nestorian priest1 
was here in 1967?'' She queried. 

John Ankele, a Presbytarian minister who prodi 
documentaries on Peace & Justice issues, was 

representative of the Class of 1967. Since he had i 
to India also in his professional capacity he felt s 
familarity with an Indian like me. We had a boo 

Class of 1967, a collection of information about 
students of that Class who were present as well as th 

who would not be present, yet cared to fill in 
questionnaire which were published in this book. 

What John Ankele wrote (actually he typed it) shi 
a sample of what a Union graduate is doing now. 

name appears on the left side of my questionnaire. V\ 
a contrast. Mine is in my bad handwriting, and 

profoundly theologically articulated at the level expec 
of a graduate (postgraduate) of the Union Theolog 
Seminary. In John Ankele's statement we read: 
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'What I got from Union and what remains with me 
is a sense that theological questions are not 

always expressed theologically, nor are they 

confined to matters of faith, but are there in all 
things that matter. How can I change my life? 

Who are my sisters and brothers? How are we 
to live together? Had Union sent us out with 
answers, I doubt I would have felt as free to explore. 

Having worked with people of faith in Asia and 

Africa as well as here, I think there may as many 

versions of the sacred as there are people willing to 
question. Even with all we are supposed to agree 

on, this may be no less true of Christianity. M\ version 
is just one, and now I feel no need to apologize. 

I think Union was allowing us that from the start. 

Worshipping a few weeks ago with gay and lesbian 
people in the MCC Church, I realised how the 

white male theology of our denominations has not 

only the split the spirit from the senses but has 
exiled a whole people. I thought back to dancing 
through the streets of Nairobi with an Africanized 
Christian sect, and learning how when theology is 

embodied, ; healing is possible. And nowadays 

sitting in the meditation hall, I wonder whether the 

whole theological enterprise may not be another 
construction that can also become a barrier to the 

true self.' 

rees 

During our alumni gathering we discussed about the 

logical degrees. Those of the class of 1967 graduated 
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with a B. D. Degree. But now they say that they ( 
an M. Div. degree in Union in 1967. It is chronoloc 

incorrect. Nevertheless, it is true that the B. D 
earned is now known as M. Div. i.e., Master of Di> 
Most of the theological Seminaries in the USA com 
B. D. into M. Div., because the first theological c 
one earns is his or her second degree. A studer 
earns his B. A. or A. B., as the Americans call it. 7 

fore the theological students feel that they dest 

Master's degree after spending three years after a s< 
degree. 

In India, however, the B. D. has not been cha 
The argument valid for America is equally valid for I 
Yet I think that the Serampore Senate may not chanc 

nomenclature of the Batchelor of Divinity degree. I 

that we prefer the young theological graduates o 
seminaries to remain as batchelors rather than to be ( 
masters. If you upgraded B.D.to M. Div, then M 
will have to be upgraded as D. Th. Then what wi 
the status of the present D. Th.? The old D. Th. he 
will have to be called Dr. Dr. or Dr2 ? Or, one v 
small'd', and the other, with a capital D.? 

As the discussion went on we were told of a 
degree started in America after we had graduated, 

called D. Min. Doctor of Ministry degree focusses 
on pastoral ministry than on academic excellence. 

As we discussed about Dr. Min. degree I 
reminded of a description of D. Min. in the Bible \ 
l read in the Joyful Noise letter magazine about two 
ago. 
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D. Min. Possession 

Matt. 7: 22-"Did we prophesy in your name and cast 

out D.Min. s?" 

Matt. 9: 32- 'They brought to him a dumb man possessed 

of a D. Min." 

Mark. 1:34-"And he would not permit the D.Min.s 

to speak." 

Mark. 16:9-" He appeared first to Mary Magdalene, 
from whom he had cast out seven 

D. Min.s/' 

Luke. 8:27,33-"There met him a man who had D. Min.s... 
The D. Min.s came out of the man and 

entered the swine." 

John 10:20ff-Many of them said, ''He has a D.Min., and 

he is mad; why listen to him?" 

1 Cor. 10:20, ff-"l imply that what pagans sacrifice they 
offer to D.Min.s. and not to God. Ido 

not want you to be partners with D. Min.s." 

James 2;19-"You believe that God is one; you do well* 
Even the D.Min.s believe—and shudder." 

1 Tim. 4:1-"Some will depart from the faith by giving 
heed to deceitful spirits and doctrines of 

D.Min.s/' 

Rev. 9:20-"The rest of human kind.did not repent of 
the works of their hands, nor give up 

worshipping D. Min.s." 

Rev. 18:2-"Fallen, fallen is Babylon the great: It has 
become a dwelling place of D. Min.s/' 

* 14 



CHAPTER 6 

Kerala Colonies 

Geevarghese Emmatty is a friend from my hometown, 
Trichur in Kerala, on the South West coast of India. 

There are a lot of Indians in and around New York. There 
are many Malayalee congregations. 

When I was a student in New York during 1966-67 
we had just one Kerala congregation worshipping in the 
chapel of the Union Theological Seminary. Now it has 
grown into ten congregations. It has split and grown. 
Some people say division or splitting is a good sign of 

growth. It is a debatable issue. 

The Emmatties used to live in an apartment in 173rd 
street on Broadway in New York. In 1977 and 1988 I 

stayed with them in this apartment. In 1977 their children 
were in India. Soon after they brought their children from 

India. So during my 1988 visit, we had to send some to 
a neighbour's house to sleep. Children have grown and 
the parents who work hard bought a house in Bergensfield 
New Jersey, only an hour's distance from the George 
Washington bridge on the Hudson river connecting the 
States of New York and New Jersey. 

Geevarghese was in the Indian Air Force but obtained 
an early retirement and managed to find a job in the USA- 
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His wife Thankamma being a nurse, could easily find 

a job in New York. There are many Indian nurses in 

America. I do not know how many thousands! Most of 

them make a good living. 

Thankamma's job is 8 hour, five days a week. She 

goes to work at 3 p. m. and works till 11 p. m. Then she 
comes home. It leaves her some time in the morning 

to send children to school. She works in a Jewish 
hospital. I went there to get a blood test to assess my blood 

sugar level. I noticed that the elevator went and stopped at 
every floor. It was the Sabbath night. The elevators 

cannot function like on a normal working day. It is 

day of rest, so step by step, floor by floor. 

Two sons (Miki and Munna) and two daughters 

(Mini and Milne) of this couple are students: Note, all 

four have their names beginning into 'M'. Miki and Mini 
go to college in New York. Munna, the second son, got 

a scholarship at Boston University. Twenty thousand 

dollars a year is good amount in India. More than a 
quarter million rupees. That amount would be sufficient 
and more for many students to go to college in India. But 

in the USA Munna will have to work in summer to make 
up the deficit. When I was studying in Princeton, my 

doctoral fellowship was only $3000 or so for an year 

There is inflation about eight times for the educational 

cost in the USA. 

All the four children were more than nice to me. These 
youngsters love me as a friend and respect me as their 

bishop. 

They went to market to buy me no-sugar food and 
drinks. They did not want my blood sugar level to go up 
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while I was under their care. Although I have my share 
of criticism in my ministry from some Church members, 
my heart is comforted when I see my Church members 

care for me. 

Dr. James and Elsy invited me for lunch. Dr. James 
was known to me before he became a doctor in Trichur. 

His wife Elsy tested my blood sugar on her computer. As 
she herself was a diabetic patient she knew the dangers 
of this disease and gave me insulin injection. Still the 
blood sugar went up, from 360 to 390 and finally to 400. 
I knew why. She gave me fish cutlets. I ate many with¬ 
out counting the number. Fried food is no good for 
people with diabetes and cholesterol. 

She gave me needles to prick and test the blood 
sugar level. 1 am glad to report that I did not have any 
trouble during the flight back. Armed with the disposable 

syringes and insulin which Mrs. Elsy James gave me, l 
felt better. I knew my blood sugar would decrease from 
400 to 200 or so. Now the blood sugar, (fasting) is 

only 135. Hope it will go further down to 110 to make 
it normal. 

Valsan Thermadom from Trichur is well settled in New 
York. I conducted his marriage many years ago. He is 
dealing with computer software and his wife is a nurse. 
I had the privilege of visiting them and their three children 

Janie, Jensyand Jensen during my brief stop at New York 
in 1988. This time I got time to spend one night in their 
home. I was amused to see his children playing with 

the computer. In America children learn computer from 
the kindergarten. 
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On Sunday 31st May I decided to go to a Kerala 

)hurch. Since my student days I never went to a Kerala 
ongregation in America. The congregation in New York 

i/as the only one in 1966-68. It was in the small chapel 

>f the Union Theological Seminary in New York where I 

vas a student. It was an Orthodox Syrian service. The 

)rthodox Syrian Church in India was a united one owing 
llegiance to one Catholicos in Kerala and one Patriarch 

n Damascus. Now they are divided into the Indian 

)rthodox Syrian Church owing allegiance to one 
'atholicos residing in Kottayam, Kerala. The other group 
mown as the Syrian Orthodox Church is under the 

'atholicos residing in Muvattupuzha owing allegiance to 

he Patriarch Mar Zako I of Antioch with headquarters in 

Damascus, Syria. 

Despite the many splits that occurred since I left 

'Jew York in 1968, the old priest, Corepiscopa 
)r. K. M. Simon (who is over 75 years now, but looks 

>nly 60) is still there. He is a link with'the past, 

worshipped in his Church near Yonkers. It is a Knanaya 
'hurch. Dr Simon was a professor at Fairleigh 

Dickenson University in New Jersey, only a few minutes/ 

irive from George Washington Bridge connecting 

slew York and New Jersey. 

When we used to worship in the Union Theological 

seminary, many Malayalees, on most Sundays, went to 
'Jew Jersey to Dr. Simon's house and to eat Kerala 

:uisine and talk in Malayalam to heart's content, an 
)pportumty many Keralites do not get during week days. 

I was happy to meet Fr. Simon after 24 years and to 

>reach in his Church. I preached in English in that 
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Malayalam service seeing many children born in Ameri 
who would not understand Malayalam, their mothei 

tongue. I did not get time to visit Fr. Simon's horr 
but promised that I would do so during my next visit. 

Samuel Pananchery, my neighbour in Trichur, can 

to that Church and took me to his restaurant. In additic 
to his job, he runs an Indian restaurant PRIYA; quite 
good restaurant. Real Indian cuisines are provided l 
Kerala cooks. I ate Masala Dosai, my favourite and hi 

a heavy lunch too. 

After visiting PRIYA and the house of Samu 
Pananchery, we went to the house of Surma Mooken. 
had conducted her marriage some 20 years ago. Bi 
during my previous trips 1 did not get time to visit Surm 
and her family. Surma's grandfather and my great granc 

father were cousins. 

Kathryn and Tennyson is another couple I coul 
quickly visit. Kathryn is a nurse and sister of my form< 
tuition teacher late Miss Rachel. Her cousin is now oi 
senior most priest Rev. P. K. Thimothy. When I wroi 
the previous chapter on Chicago I had mentioned th 
Fr. Francis Mangalam was our senior most priest. Bi 
after that was written the 87-year-old Fr. Francis passe 
away. Hence Fr. P. K. Thimothy aged 79 is our seni< 
most priest now. Some priests are healthy enough 
carry on the clerical responsibilities even after the usu 
retirement age of 65. 

Tennyson was saying that he would lose his job alor 
with thousands of other Americans, as this year is a tin 
of recession in the USA. It is a burning issue to Buj 
and to Clinton campaigning for Presidency. 
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Dr. Dorothy Chacko is an American doctor who 
narried an Indian deacon C. J. Chacko who had a distin- 
juished career as a professor of Political Science in 

:oreman Christian College, Lahore, (now Pakistan), Delhi 

Jniversity and after he completed 70 years of age at 
’ensylvania Military College later known as Widener 

Jniversity in Chester near Philadelphia. After earning 

lis Ph.D in International Law from the University of 

Columbia in New York city in 1932, he had a colourful 
:areer. He was the founder Secretary-General of the 
Society of International Law under the patronship of 

Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of India. 

Padmashree, one of the distinguished titles conferred 
)y the President of India, went to Mrs. Dorothy Chacko 

or her services to the leprosy patients in Delhi. Those 
vho know Mrs. Dorothy Chacko will agree that was a 
veil deserving recognition to a worthy lady. As the 
ounder-President of the Mahila Samajam (ladies Society) 
)f our Church, her name goes down to the annals of the 

listory of our Church. 

When l heard that Dr. Dorothy Chacko was recover- 
ng after a surgery I went to see her in the hospital in 

Chester. I guess she is 88 years old, but her memory 

vas sharp. We had a long talk for one and a half hours. 

>he inquired about many matters in Trichur, a place she 
oved. Actually she, an American, took the Indian 
itizenship. But her Indian husband took American 

itizenship after his retirement from India. Dorothy Chacko 
s a person whose life is a worthy example for us to follow. 

Dr. Thomas Mooken is a classmate of my younger 

irother. His elder brother Peter was my classmate. Our 
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grandfathers were cousins and we used to be invited f< 
weddings in each others' homes since our childhooi 
But I have not met Dr. Thomas Mooken for a long tinr 
This time we met for the first time in America. After tw 

days when I telephoned to him to tell him about my vis 
to Dr. Dorothy Chacko, he said, ''Next time when yc 
come to America you should come and stay with me < 

least for two days." 

I replied positively. But within one month I had th 

tragic news in Trichur that Dr. Thomas died of hea 
failure. He was to have a heart transplantation operatio 

shortly. I had not enquired about his ailment in detail whe 
met last. Even a doctor couldn't prevent a death call—c 

it came quietly and suddenly. 

Attorney William Bryk from New York ordered for m 
autobiography NOT SO STRANGE. I despatched the boo 
to him and telephoned him. I asked him from where h 

got my address. He replied that a mutual friend of oui 
gave information about my book. It was nice to talk t 
him. He expressed his surprise at the speed with whic 

I churn out a book so instantly. I told him that it we 
not an easy joke, as I write it in long hand. One day 
might use a dictaphone or a computer to reduce th 

physical strain on by hands. 

Princeton 

I wanted to go to Princeton Theological Seminal 
where ! had spent first year in the Th. D. programme 
1967-8. The eminent men like Fr. Georges Florovsky, th 
Russian priest who taught me, died some years ago. 
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my visit to Princeton in 1977 I met Dr. James McCord 
the inimitable President of Princeton Seminary. He too 
passed away. 

One of the new teaching staff is known to me in 
Syriac Symposium. Professor Dr. Kathleen McVey who 

is the first Roman Catholic to occupy a professorial chair 
in that predominantly Presbyterian Seminary. 

I used to go for babysitting at Johnstons, i visited 
that family in 1977. Maybe I will visit Princeton next 

time when I am again in New York. 

Con elusion 

English is no more an alien language in India. Although 

American tourists may find their language not properly 

understood by most people in small towns and villages 
in India, English is not any more for the elite and the 
foreign-returned in the Indian community. Commenting 
on the forthcoming book of Amitav Ghosh entitled 'In an 

Antique Land‘ as well as the fact that Vikram Seth's 1700- 
page novel A suitable boy has been bought for 12 million 
rupees just for the U. K. rights, Indian Express Sunday 

Magazine dated August 2, 1992 has a hilarious article of 
a full page length in which the writer Binoo K. John 
delights at the fact that the Indian writers in English 

"were setting new standards and getting rave reviews.'' 

He opines that "It has been evident for sometimes now 
that the post-independence post-Queen's-English genera¬ 
tion which did not care too much about split infinitives, 
is writing with magical plumes." 

Vikram Seth, who lives in California, who wrote a 
novel The Golden Gate \n a novel style, that is, in sonnets. 

* 15 
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had already attracted the attention of the publishers c 
some years. When he was about 28-year-old he wro1 
in his introduction to Mappings. 

"If I learned from Donald Davie that skill and fori 

were not by themselves enough, what I learne 
from Timothy Steele was that passion and inpire 

tion by themselves were not enough either... As 
read Larkin I began to realise the flexibility as we 
as the power and memorability of good 'form, 

verse." 

Now 39-year-oid Vikram Seth, whose mother was 
judge in the Delhi High Court, studied in Englam 

and America after his High School studies in the pres 
tigious Doon School, alma [mater of the late PiimeMiniste 
Rajiv Gandhi. Seth, who holds a Ph. D. from the Stanfor 
University in the USA is likely to get a Nobel Prize i 
literature. Incidentally, Rudyard Kipling, the Englishma 
who got Nobel Prize in literature, was born in Indie 

Salman Rushdie, living in England, another Nobel Priz 
probable, too was born in India. Unfortunately Satani 
Verses is banned in India, fearing the fury of the 100 
million-strong Muslim population. 

Many Indians are teaching English in Americ? 

Several writers have their books published by foreig 
publishers. One of the biggest publishers in the work 
the US - based Alfred Knopf, has an Indian in il 

President's chair. Sonny Mehta. 

St. Stephen's College, Delhi, that bastion of Britis 
education, produced not only top officers of Indian Adm 
nistrative Service, but also several writers in English sue 
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as Amitav Ghosh, Upamanyu Chatterjee, Alan Sealy and 
scores of others. 

The older writers in English today are Mulk Raj Anand 
and R. K. Narayan (of Malgudi fame), since 1930's, 

Ahmed AM and G. V. Desani since 1940's, Ruth Jhabvela 

since 1950's and in more modern decades the 94-year - old 

Nirad C. Chaudhuri, Ved Mehta, V. S. Naipaul and Poetess 
Kamala Das from Kerala, whose poems were short-listed 

once by the Nobel Prize committee for literature. 

Is it wishful thinking when the above mentioned 

article in the Indian Express expresses a great hope? 

Such a golden phase naturally invites comparison 
to the best phase in world literature. Critics have 
pointed out that during the champagne time in 

Russian literature, in the last century there were only 

12 classic writers including Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky. 
India has around the same number of writers now 

at the zenith of their powers. A suitable boy, 

being compared with ’War and Peacet 

Amitav Ghosh's In an Antique Land which is about 

to be published is an example of "formidable 
scholarship", says Ravi Dayal the well-known editor who 
left the Oxford University Press to found his own 
publishing firm. Amitav Ghosh who is only 36 years old 
now is a Ph. D. from the Oxford University. A social 

anthropologist Ghosh while working in Egypt got the 

idea for this novel. He found the hero of his novel 
Abraham Ben Yiju in an old manuscript. He learned 
Judaeo-Hebrew language to dig deeper into the saga 

fo Abraham Ben Yiju of the 12th century. According to 
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Ghosh's novel Abraham Ben Yiju was a Jew from Tunisia 

who landed in Mangalore in South-Western coast of India 
and married a Nair (Hindu) woman. 

Among them was a letter written by a merchant 
living in Aden—that port which sits, like a fly on a 
funnel, on the precise point where the narrow 
spout of the Red Sea opens into the Indian Ocean. 
The letter, which now bears the catalogue number 
MS H. 6, of the National and University Library in 
Jerusalem, was written by a merchant called Khalaf 

ibn Ishaq, and it was intended for a friend of his, 
who bore the name Abraham Ben Yiju. The address, 
shows that Ben Yiju was then living in Mangalore— 
a port on the South-western coast of India, in 
Strauss's estimation, the letter was written in the 
summer of 1148 A. D. 

Indians are taking to writing in English seriously. 

One writer from Kerala, 0. V. Vijayan is translating his 
own classic Legend of Khazak from his mother tongue 
Malayalam into English. Penguin India, Oxford 
University Press and others are operating from India 
publishing many books in English language written by 

Indian authors. Harper Collins recently opened an editorial 
office in India. Many Indian publishers are bringing out 
expensive books with glossy covers, written by Indian 
authors. 

Indian writings in English is coming of age. As the 
above mentioned article in Indian Express claime, "English 

it seems has finally become the language in which we 
will tell our stories to the world. Some writers are 
blitzing their way to a place among the immortals." 
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3eevarghese Emmatty & Mar Aprem near New York 
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Visiting Sonora: Mar Narsai, Mar Aprem, Arch 
deacon Eshai Joseph, Rev. Edward Bakoz. 

Deacon Odisho, Mar Narsai, Mar Aprem and Rev. 

Edward. 

Return From Sonora: Mar Narsai, Mar Aprem and 

Archdeacon Eshai Joseph 
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5 Assyrian Seminar: Mar Narsai Metropolitan 

Kirkuk, Iraq Dr. Mar Aprem Metropolitan, Indi 

Bishop Mar Bawai, California. 

6 Priests of Two Groups: Rev. Edward Ba 

and Rev. Oshana Kanon, Deacon Benyai 

S. Benyamin is behind. 

7 Assyrian Seminar: Left to right. Dr. Mar Api 

Metropolitan. Bishop Mar Bawai & Rt. Rev. 
Jammo. 
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Mar Narsai and Mar Aprem visiting the house of 
Basil and Ronnie Said. 
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Visiting the house of Ishak Isho & wife, niece of 
late Mar Thoma Darmo. 

Mar Aprem, Geevarghese & Thankamma Emmatty 
with their sons (Miki. Munna) two daughters 
(Mini, Milne) and a neighbour. 
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Paul and Eleanor Thomsula of Chicago with John a 
Anne adopted from India. 
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Rev. Awiqam Pithyon, Deacon Joseph Zaya, 
/lar Narsai, Mar Aprem, Mrs. Evelyn, Mr. Solomon, 

Sebi Paul Nadakavukaran from India 
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Indians who attended service in Chicago on 24 May 92 Addison, La< 

Prof Alex. Sebi Paul, Rev. Awiqam, Mar Narsai, Mar Aprem, Aprem M< 
Asha Alex, Mrs. Molly Mooken and Grace Mary (in front of Mar Aprs 
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aeon Joseph Zaya of Syria, Mar Narsai Metropolitan 
Mar Aprem Metropolitan, Rev. Awiqam Pithyon. 
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90 vears old Deacon Geevarghese Benyamin who 
Malpan in India (1929-33). Mar Aprem and 

brother Addison's son named Aprem. 
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Washington: Lincoln Memorial. 

Alice Sanford & Mar Aprem 
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Breakfast after Qurbana in Chicago, Asha, Grace Mary, 

Sebi Paul, Prof Alax b Assyrians. 
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: Washington : Carol & Jonathan Sanford with Mar Aprem 

and three Sanford children Jane Alice b Susan. 
jus Page 
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Assyrians in Chicago with Mar Aprem anc 
Mar Narsai Metropolitans. 
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